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Overview

Overview
The MENUi menu system is a menu system that allows you to control all
aspects of your new MENUi menu system. Programmers are no longer
required when a menu or menu has to be updated. The MENUi menu system
has been designed with ease of use and functionality in mind. Anybody, from
a manager, to an end user can easily become a menu administrator.
With this menu system, a menu or menus can be updated in seconds. Menus
can be defined based on job type, user profile, department, or company.
Users can share a common menu, or they can be given their own specific
menu. Users can also be assigned to a group where menus and menu option
security can be based on that group.
With MENUi, menu options are shared amongst all menus. If an option is
updated from the menu option maintenance program, all menus are
automatically updated. The user simply has to press F5 to refresh their menu,
or it will be refreshed the next time they visit that menu.
If a user has issues with a program, or having difficulty with a system process,
help desk personnel can call up their menus as if they were the end user.
Now they can be directed, menu option by menu option, to where the problem
is by the user.
Forcing common option numbers across all menus is easier than ever. With
the forced option maintenance, menu administrators can assign any option
number to a menu option quickly and easily.
The MENUi menu system comes pre-configured with an administrators menu.
From here, you can perform all the functions needed to manage the menu
system for any user.
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What's New
MENUi has many new exciting features to enhance menu functionality. Here
is a brief highlight.










Groups can now have library lists associated with them.
Exit points can now be used with certain menu.
Added option numbers in menu designer so you know what they will
display.
Added security commands to easily copy and delete menu security
entries.
Added special option field to Item Maintenance so they can be called
directly from any menu command line.
Added menu and item notifications to relay any information to the end
user.
Added Item Maintenance option to remove that item from all menus.
In addition those, there are over 70 enhancements and bug fixes.

How MENUi Works
MENUi is based on environments and groups. By default MENUi will run
under a live (*LIVE) environment. This is to be compatible with older versions
of MENUi. Once older versions are upgraded, this will be their default-running
environment. For new installations, this environment can be excluded and
different user defined environments can be used.






User signs on the system.
An Environment selection screen is displayed and the user must select
their environment. This is only occurs if they user has 2 more
environments they are entitled to access.
Initial menu is determined by the current user profile, or by the group ID.
If there are no initial menu defined for a user profile, the system checks
to see if the current user is part of a group. If so, then the initial menu
for that group is displayed.
User is displayed their menu if found.
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General Conventions
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All function keys and references will be bolded and italicised.
A system function is any function that the system provides or performs.
An example of a system function is the Item Maintenance process.
The terms menu option, menu item, and item ID may be used
interchangeable.
The terms AS400, System i, and i5 maybe used interchangeable.
Throughout this manual, you will find the notepad symbol. This
denotes additional notes that may help you.
Throughout this manual, you will find the target symbol. This
denotes a recommendation method, or course of action.
Throughout this manual, you will find the finger with a string
around it. This signifies information that you should remember.
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Administrator Menu
The main administrator menu is similar to the one shown in the following
display.

Figure 1

Figure 2

In order to cut down on the amount of information, only a brief description of
each menu option will be given. In addition, any special functionality or
processes that should be pointed out will also be described.
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Standard Function Keys
The MENUi menu system uses standard function keys throughout the menu
system and performs the same function regardless of where it is located.
Exceptions may occur, so referencing the specific menu function help text is
essential and can help avoid problems. Not all function keys are available on
all system functions.
F-Key
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F11
F12
F16
F17
F23
F24
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Description
Displays a help screen when pressed, or displays additional error
information when the cursor is placed on a message line.
Display group selection screen where the current group and menu
can be changed.
Exits the current system function and returns to the menu when
pressed.
Prompts for field specific values when pressed on a field that allows
prompting.
Refreshes the screen with any values that were set prior to pressing
ENTER.
Provides an add function for the current system function when
pressed.
Changes the current view to an alternate view when available when
pressed on a screen that has multiple views available.
Exits the current function and returns to the previous function when
pressed.
Invoke the search function.
Search again using the search string entered when F16 is pressed.
Display next group of options if available.
Displays next group of function keys if available.
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Standard Option Values
The MENUi menu system uses standard option numbers throughout the menu
system and performs the same function regardless of where it is located.
Exceptions may occur, so referencing the specific menu function help text is
essential and can help avoid problems. Not all options are available on all
system functions.
Option
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Updates the current system function entry.
Used to copy a system function entry.
Deletes the current system function entry.
Displays details about a system function entry.
Sends information to another environment.
Change library list.

Entering and Running Menu Options
When entering menu options, there is no need to press FIELD EXIT. Simply
typing the option number of the menu option you wish to run and press
ENTER. If your current menu spans several screens, you do not have to page
down to the screen where the option resides in order to run it.
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Built-in Menu Options
Several built-in menu options are accessible from every menu. These special
options allow quick access and general features that allow menu
administration and maintenance easier. To run the option, just type the
special option into the Option field and press ENTER.
Option
UM
AM
CM
SO
SV
GO

FP
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Description
Update Menu. Update the current menu. This option brings the
current menu directly into the menu designer where it can be
modified.
Add Menu. Add a new menu. This option brings up the menu
designer where a new menu can be created. This is the same as
pressing F6 from the Menu Maintenance system function.
Copy Menu. Copy the current menu. This brings the current
menu into the menu designer where a new menu name has to be
specified.
See Option. See the details about the current option. This is
useful when needing to see what a particular menu options does
without having to go to the Item Maintenance system function.
Special Value. Go to the special value display program where the
values of the current special values can be viewed.
Go to Suspended Option. Display a list of suspended options
and optionally select one to resume.
Find Menu Path. Find the path to a menu from the user’s starting
menu. This is useful when you need to know how to get to a
particular menu option. It will give you a list of options you need to
take from your main menu to get to where the menu option can be
found.
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Exit Point IDs
As part of this new release, an exciting new feature called exit points have
been added. Exit points will allow current menu functionality to be extended,
giving the end user more control over MENUi functions. Exit points require a
user written program to receive control once the exit point is reached. Once
the exit point program ends, control is passed back to MENUi.
Exit Point
EP_A_CONST_MAINT

Time
*AFTER

EP_A_ENVIR_MAINT

*AFTER

EP_A_INIT_MAINT

*AFTER

EP_A_ITEM_MAINT

*AFTER

EP_A_JOB_SEC_MAINT

*AFTER

EP_A_MENU_MAINT
EP_A_SEC_MAINT

*AFTER
*AFTER

EP_ADMIN_USER_INVOKE

*BEFORE

EP_B_CONST_MAINT

*BEFORE

EP_B_ENVIR_MAINT

*BEFORE

EP_B_FIRST_MENU
EP_B_GROUP_CHANGE

*BEFORE
*BEFORE

EP_B_INIT_MAINT

*BEFORE

EP_B_ITEM_INVOKE
EP_B_ITEM_MAINT

*BEFORE
*BEFORE

EP_B_JOB_SEC_MAINT

*BEFORE

EP_B_MENU_INVOKE
EP_B_MENU_MAINT

*BEFORE
*BEFORE

EP_B_SEC_MAINT

*BEFORE

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Call after constant maintenance.
Call after environment
maintenance.
Call after initial menu
maintenance.
Call after item maintenance.
Call after job security
maintenance.
Call after menu maintenance.
Call after security maintenance.
Call when admin user is current
user.
Call before constant
maintenance.
Call before environment
maintenance.
Call before first menu.
Call before group change.
Call before initial menu
maintenance.
Call before item called.
Call before item maintenance.
Call before job security
maintenance.
Call before menu invoked.
Call before menu maintenance.
Call before security
maintenance.
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Special Option: UM – Update Menu
Updating the current menu can be accomplished through the Menu
Maintenance system function as seen on page 54, or enter the UM special
option in the Option field of any menu. If this special menu option is
password protected, you will be required to enter a password to continue. See
Item Security Maintenance on page 118 for more information. Using the
special option allows you to go directly to the Menu Designer without having
to go back to the administrator menu.
Type UM into the Option field and press ENTER. If a password is required,
please enter it and press ENTER. By default, password 123 can be used.
This will bring you into the menu designer in update mode.

Figure 3
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Special Option: AM – Add Menu
Adding a menu can be accomplished through the Menu Maintenance system
function as seen on page 54, or enter the AM special option in the Option
field of any menu. If this special menu option is password protected, you will
be required to enter a password to continue. See Item Security
Maintenance on page 118 for more information. Using the special option
allows you to go directly to the Menu Designer without having to go back to
the administrator menu.
Type AM into the Option field and press ENTER. If a password is required,
please enter it and press ENTER. By default, password 123 can be used.
We are now in the Menu Designer. Notice the empty menu.

Figure 4
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Special Option: CM – Copy Menu
Copying a menu can be accomplished through the Menu Maintenance
system function as seen on page 54, or enter the CM special option in the
Option field of any menu. If this special menu option is password protected,
you will be required to enter a password to continue. See Item Security
Maintenance on page 118 for more information. Using the special option
allows you to go directly to the Menu Designer without having to go back to
the administrator menu. You will be required to enter a new menu ID on the
menu header screen.
Type CM into the Option field and press ENTER. If a password is required,
please enter it and press ENTER. By default, password 123 can be used.
We are now in the Menu Designer in ADD mode.

Figure 5

We are now in the Menu Designer. Notice the menu ID, in the top left of the
screen, is now missing. A new menu ID has to be specified before the menu
can be saved.
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Special Option: SO – See Option
The see option special option can be used at any time to see what the details
of any menu item are. Before the details can be seen, the menu must be
placed in options mode. When in options mode, menu items are not run when
their option is entered in the Option field, but instead their details are shown.
You can tell if the current menu is in options mode by looking at the top left of
the menu. There will be a *OPTIONS value highlighted and easy to see.
Enter SO special option in the Option field of any menu and press ENTER. If
this special menu option is password protected, you will be required to enter a
password to continue. See Item Security Maintenance on page 118 for
more information.
Type SO into the Option field and press ENTER. We are now in options
mode. Notice how the word *OPTIONS is highlighted in the following display.

Figure 6

To exit options mode, simply press the F12 key.
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Type 1 into the Option field and press ENTER. The following display will be
shown.

Figure 7

To continue, press F12 or the ENTER key.
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Special Option: SV – Special Value
The special value special option can be used at any time to see what the
current values of the special options are. Enter SV special option in the
Option field of any menu and press ENTER. If this special menu option is
password protected, you will be required to enter a password to continue. See
Item Security Maintenance on page 118 for more information.
Type SV into the Option field and press ENTER. We are now in the Special
Value Display program.

Figure 8

To exit, just press F12, or ENTER.
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To see what the current value is of any special value, type 5 into the Option
field and press ENTER. The following display shows the current value of the
company name (<|CMN|>) special value.

Figure 9

To continue, press F12 or ENTER.
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Special Option: FP – Find Path
The find path special option can be used at any time to see how to get to a
particular menu option. The results of this option will tell you what menu
options to take to get to where you need to go from your main menu. Enter
FP special option in the Option field of any menu and press ENTER. If this
special menu option is password protected, you will be required to enter a
password to continue. See Item Security Maintenance on page 118 for
more information.
Type FP into the Option field and press ENTER. The search string can be an
item ID, part of the option text, or part of the command behind the menu item.

Figure 10

To find where the option ID SIGNOFF is located, type SIGNOFF into the
Search String field and press ENTER.
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The following display will show how to get to searched option from the starting
menu, or the menu that is first displayed when the menu system is invoked.

Figure 11

To run a menu option in the returned list, type 1 into the Option field next to
the desired menu option and press ENTER. To view details about a menu
option in the returned list, type 5 into the Option field next to the desired menu
option and press ENTER.
To do nothing, press F12 to return to the previous screen.
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Special Option: GO – Go To Option
The go to suspended option displays a list of suspended menu options and
optionally select an option to resume.
Type GO into the Option field and press ENTER. We are now in suspended
options mode.

Figure 12

To exit the suspended options mode, simply press the F12 key.
Type 1 into the Option field and press ENTER to resume the suspended
option.
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Running a Search
On many of the MENUi system function screens, you are able to press F16 to
invoke a search function window where you can search different pieces of
data. On some of the search functions, you can specify whether a particular
piece of data is searched. As a rule, the more things you search, the more
time it will take. The text to the left of the Y/N flag will indicate the type of
information that will be searched.
For example, on the Item Maintenance, you can specify whether the item ID,
item description, option text, or command strings are searched.

When a search is being performed, it
does not take into account the case of
either the search string, or the data
being searched.

Figure 13

Each search function may have one or more Y=YES, or N=NO options to
specify which data elements are searched. The listed elements will vary
depending where the search functionality is invoked.
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Send To Environment
On many of the MENUi system function screens, you are able to specify
option 6 in the Option field to invoke the send to environment function. This
can be used to copy information from the current environment to a different
environment. The send option will work similar to the delete function. As the
options are process and a send option is encountered, you will be prompted to
confirm the send action. In addition to providing a confirmation, you will
specify the target environment and the type of copy to perform. Namely, add
or update.
For example, on the Item Maintenance system function, you will see a screen
similar to the following display.
If more than one item ID has been
marked to send to another
environment, they will all be
displayed here for a send
confirmation at the same time. They
do not have to be individually
confirmed.

Figure 14
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Figure 15

Pressing ENTER again will display final send to environment screen. Here
you enter the target environment and the copy action.

Figure 16

Once the target environment and update option has been specified, press
ENTER to complete the send operation.
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Copy the menu information to all defined
*ALL
environments.
Target
Copy the menu information to the specified
Environment ID
ID
environment. The target environment must
exist.
Add the menu information to the target
*ADD
environment. An error occurs if the target
information already exists.
Update Option
Update or add the option in the target
*UPDATE
environment.
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Deleting Menu Information
To delete menu information, type 4 into the Option field next to the menu
information to delete and press ENTER. A screen similar to the following
screen will be displayed.

If more than one item ID has been
marked for deletion, they will all be
displayed here for a deletion
confirmation at the same time. They
do not have to be individually
confirmed.

Figure 17

To complete the delete action, press ENTER. Then, as the options are
processed, the information marked with the delete option will be deleted.
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Changing Library Lists
Library list changes can be made prior to invoking a menu option, changing an
environment, or changing to a different group. Library lists can have libraries
added or delete as well as the option to stop a function if the library list is not
set.
The menu system captures the current library list once a menu option is
invoked and will restore that library list after it has ended. Library lists are not
restored after switching to a group.
The library list maintenance can be invoked, where applicable, using option 7
or by a function key combination from the group maintenance function, the
environment maintenance function, or on the menu option maintenance
function.

Figure 18
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
*ADD
Add the library to the library list.
Move the specified library in the current
*MOVE
library list.
Action
Remove the specified library from the
*REMOVE
current library list.
Replace the specified library in the current
*REPLACE
library list with a new library.
The name of the library to perform the action
Library
*ANY
on (above).
The library specified on the Library field will
*FIRST
be placed first in the library list.
The library specified on the Library field will
*LAST
be placed last in the library list.
The library specified on the Library field will
Position
*BEFORE be placed before the library specified on the
Ref. Libr. field in the library list.
The library specified on the Library field will
*AFTER
be placed after the library specified on the
Ref. Libr. field in the library list.
The name of the library that exists in the
Ref. Libr.
*ANY
current library list.
Ignore any errors occurs and continue the
*IGNORE
operation.
On Error
Stop processing the current operation if an
*ERROR error occurs while changing the current
library list.
The following table displays the fields that must be used together for the add
action.
Action
Library
Position
Ref. Libr. On Error
*ADD
Required
*FIRST
Required
*ADD
Required
*LAST
Required
*ADD
Required
*AFTER
Required
Required
*ADD
Required
*BEFORE Required
Required
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The following table displays the fields that must be used together for the move
action.
Action
Library
Position
Ref. Libr. On Error
*MOVE
Required
*AFTER
Required
Required
*MOVE
Required
*BEFORE Required
Required
The following table displays the fields that must be used together for the
replace action.
Action
Library
Position
Ref. Libr. On Error
*REPLACE Required
Required
Required
The following table displays the fields that must be used together for the
remove action.
Action
Library
Position
Ref. Libr. On Error
*REMOVE Required
Required

MENUi 4.1.0
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Selecting a Library List Group
Library list groups allow the creation of a library list that can by any function
that uses a library list. See Library List Maintenance section on page 139
for more information on creating library list groups.
To use a group in place of library list entries, specify *LIBL for Action and the
name of the library list group name in the Library field. See the following
display.
Here we see library group TESTGRP selected.

Figure 19
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If specifying *LIBL on the Action field, you can then press F4 to prompt for
group name after placing the cursor on the Library field. See the following
display.

Figure 20
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Prompting for a Menu ID
As the number of menus grow, so too, does the difficulty in remembering what
is available. When on a screen where a menu ID can be specified, simply
press F4 on the Menu ID field and a list of currently defined menus will be
display. If any menus have been defined, a display similar to the following will
be displayed.

Figure 21

See the Menu Maintenance section on page 54 for more information.
Option
1

Description
Select. Select the menu to returned to the calling program.

F-Key
F3

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Toggles the display between the Description and
the Command string displays.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the menu list for a menu matching a search string.

F11
F12
F16
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Prompting for a Menu Item ID
As the number of menu items grow, so too, does the difficulty in remembering
what is available. Options like MOSIGNOFF may be easy to remember,
others may not. To find a menu item, press F4 after placing the cursor on the
Item ID field.
A list of currently defined menu options will be display, from which one can be
selected, as seen in the following display.

Figure 22

See the Item Maintenance section on page 38 for more information.
Option
1

Description
Select. Select the menu item to returned to the calling program.

F-Key
F3

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Toggles the display between the Description and
the Command string displays.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the menu item list for a menu item matching a
search string.

F11
F12
F16
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Prompting for Special Values
Special values are replaceable values obtained from a user written program.
The value is determined when a menu is loaded, and before the menu is
displayed. The special values are then replaced with an actually value. To
insert a special value, just place the cursor on a command string field and
press F7 and the following special value selection screen will be displayed.
The system comes pre-loaded with
several special values.

Figure 23

See the Special Value Maintenance section on page 118 for more
information.
Option
1

Description
Select. Select a special value to return to the calling program.

F-Key
F3

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Toggles the display between the Description and
the Special Value Retrieval Program displays.
Previous. Return to the previous display.

F11
F12
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Prompting for a User Profile
As the number of user profiles grow, so too, does the difficulty in remembering
whose user profile is whose. When on a screen where a user profile can be
specified, simply press F4 on the User Profile field and a list of
user profiles will be displayed as seen in the following display.

The number of user profiles on the
system will affect how long it takes to
enumerate the list.

Figure 24

Option
1

Description
Select. Select the user profile to returned to the calling program.

F-Key
F3
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Prompting for a Group ID
As the number of groups grow, so too, does the difficulty in remembering what
is available. When on a screen where a group ID can be specified, simply
press F7 on the Group ID field and a list of currently defined groups will be
display from which one can be selected as seen in the following display.

Figure 25

Option
1

Description
Select. Select the group to returned to the calling program.

F-Key
F3
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the group list for a menu matching a search
string.

F16
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Standard Display
The MENUi menu system uses a standard display layout common to every
system function. This makes it easy to become familiar with the way the
system flows and the options available. For every display screen or window,
there are usually 4-5 sections defined. The typical display contains the
sections listed in following table.
Section
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Header area. The first three lines on a display.
Options area. Consists of the valid options that can be taken on
the current display.
Main body area. Consists of a scrollable area where information
pertaining to the current system function is displayed.
Function key area. Takes up 1-2 lines and is located at the
bottom of the display. This area consists of the valid function keys
that can be used on this display.
Message line area. Consists of 1 line and is located at the very
bottom of the display. This is where informational and error
information is displayed.

Option Area

Main Body Area

Function Key Area
Message Line Area

MENUi 4.1.0

Figure 26
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Installation
Installation of the MENUi menu system is simple and straightforward.
However, it requires several steps that should be done by your AS400 or
network administrator. To ensure that everything goes without issue, your
administrator should have the security officer (QSECOFR) password
available. It is also recommended that you have the required license key to
activate your menu system handy. If the MENUi menu comes preloaded with
a trial serial number, you will not need to have an encryption key.
The installation steps are listed in following table. When entering commands
to run on the AS400, you will need access to a command line and sufficient
authority to invoke the commands referenced in the installation process.







Have the QSECOFR
password.
Have the AS400 FTP service
started.
Have the IP or hostname of
your AS400.
Have a PC or server to
download the #MENUi4
library too.
Have access to a PC
command line.

Step System Description
Create a save file (SAVF) on the System i using the
command:
1
CRTSAVF QGPL/#MENUI4
2
3

4

5

Download the MENUi save file (SAVF) from the
fourSquares website at www.foursquares.ca to the C drive
of your computer using your favourite web browser.
FTP the downloaded save file (SAVF) to your System i into
library QGPL into the save file #MENUI4 created above.
Restore library #MENUI4 using command:
RSTLIB SAVLIB( #MENUI4) DEV(*SAVF)
SAVF(QGPL/#MENUI4) OUTPUT(*PRINT)
Add the MENUi library to the current library list using the
command:
ADDLIBLE LIB(#MENUI4) POSITION(*LAST)

6

7

Update the menu tool encryption key using the command :
#MENUI4/UPDLICKEY PRODID(*MENUI)
Bring up the MENUi administrator menu using the
following command:
MENUI *ADMIN
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Administrator Menu
The administrator menu is the center of the menu system. From here, all
administrative functions can be preformed. To access the administrator menu
enter the command MENUI *ADMIN from a command line and press ENTER.
There is no initial password set for this menu.
To define a menu for any given user requires only 3-4 steps depending on
how a user will access their menu. If the user will invoke their menu from an
AS400 command line, only the first three steps are necessary. If, however,
the menu will be displayed when a user signs onto the AS400, an additional
step is required.

The administrator menu is one of two
menus that come preconfigured.
The second menu is a default user
menu.

Figure 27

The necessary steps are as follows.
 Create the menu options to build a menu. See the Item Maintenance
on page 38 for more information.
 Create a menu to place the menu options created in step one on. See
the Menu Maintenance on page 54 section for more information.
 Assign a menu to a user based on their AS400 user profile. See the
User’s Initial Menu Maintenance section on page 98 for more
information.
 Change the user’s AS400 profile to call the menu program. See the
Changing AS400 User Profiles section on page 266 for more
information. This step is not necessary if MENUi will not be the main
menu for newly signed on users.
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Administrator Menu

RELATED TOPICS :
 Environment Maintenance























Group Maintenance










Menu Item Run Logging.
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Item Maintenance.
Menu Maintenance.
Menu Designer.
User’s Initial Menu Maintenance.
Item Forced Option Maintenance.
Item Attribute Maintenance.
Item Confirm Maintenance.
Special Value Maintenance.
Constant Maintenance.
Item Lock Maintenance.
Library List Maintenance
Item Group Maintenance
Item Sequence Maintenance
Active Users
Item Run Maintenance
User Environment Assignment Maintenance
User Group Assignment Maintenance
Item Security Maintenance.
Item Job Security Maintenance.
Exit Point Maintenance.

Menu Change Log.
View User Assignment
View User Menu
Destination Maintenance
Update Manager
Changing AS400 User Profiles.
Commands.
MENUi 4.1.0

Environment Maintenance

Environment Maintenance
An exciting feature in the MENUi menu system are environments.
Environments allow the menu administrator to separate menus and groups
into their own workspace. In addition, you can use environments to create test
environments where you can test the menus before they are put into
production, or have different environments for different companies, all running
from the same database.
From the administrator menu, type 1 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

When MENUi ships, the *LIVE
environment is the default working
environment. This can be changed
through environment maintenance.

Figure 28

Option
2
3
4
7
8
9

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Update. Updates an environment entry.
Users. List and update users associated with the specified
environment.
Delete. Deletes an environment entry.
Library List. The changes to make to the library list before the
environment is loaded.
Unset Dft. Ensure the specified environment is not the default
environment.
Set Dft. Make the selected environment the default environment.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Environments.
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Updating Environments.
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Environment Maintenance

Adding Environments
New environments will allow you to have a new set of menus for all users.
When creating a new environment, you can use any pre-existing environment
as the bases for the new environment. This allows you to create a template
environment and they create other environments based on that template.
Pressing F6 from the Environment Maintenance screen will display the
following display.

Figure 29

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Any valid environment value. This must be a
Environment ID
*ANY
unique value.
Description
*ANY The environment description.
The environment to use as the source of the
new environment. This specified
Source
*ANY environment will be copied to the new
Environment ID
environment. You can use the special value
of *TEMPLATE for this value.
This environment will be a template
Y
environment. This is a designation only.
Template
Environment
This environment is not a template
N
environment.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.

MENUi 4.1.0
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F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Environment Maintenance

Updating Environments
To change an environment, type 2 into the Option field next to the
environment entry and press ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen
will be displayed.
Here we see the *LIVE environment being updated.

Figure 30

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Group Maintenance
An exciting feature in the MENUi menu system is user groups. Groups allow
the menu administrator to create groups and assign users or security to them.
Now, a group can control a user’s initial menu, menu option security, and
menu logging filters. If you have multiple users that share a job function, you
can specify their security and menus based on a group and not have to
specify it for each user.
From the administrator menu, type 2 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Use groups to set departmental
menus and/or authority.

User specific security or references
always take precedence over a group.
For example, if user BHICKS is part of
the ADMINGRP group, and BHICKS’s
initial menu is MMDFT and the initial
menu for ADMINGRP is
MMSYSADMIN, User BHICKS’s initial
menu will be MMDFT even though
their group points to a different initial
menu.

Figure 31

Option
2
3
4
7
8
9
F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates a group entry.
Users. List and update users associated with the specified group.
Delete. Deletes a group entry.
Library List. The changes to make to the library list to use when
selecting a group.
Unset Dft. Ensure the specified group is not the default group.
Set Dft. Make the selected environment the default environment.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.

MENUi 4.1.0

Group Maintenance

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Groups.
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Group Maintenance

Adding Groups
Groups allow the menu administrator to set authority and menu options via a
group ID instead of individual users. This will become more beneficial as the
number of menus and users grow.
Pressing F6 from the Group Maintenance screen will display the following
display.

Figure 32

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Any valid group id value. This must be a
Group ID
*ANY
unique value.
Description
*ANY The group description.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Group Maintenance

Updating Groups
To change a group, type 2 into the Option field next to the group entry and
press ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.
Here we see the TEST group being updated.

Figure 33

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Maintenance
Menu items are the options that will be added to one or more menus in order
to create lists of callable options. Menu items are defined once and specified
multiple times on multiple menus. Some options will appear on every menu,
others will only appear on few menus. The advantage of this is to have a
menu option presented to the end user exactly the same way no matter what
menu on which it resides. Care should be taken when naming menu items, as
it will make maintenance easier later on.
From the administrator menu, type 3 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 34

As you can see, there are a number of options already pre-configured. These
entries consist of the options needed for the default administrator and default
user menus.
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Option
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
F-Key
F3
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F16
F23
F24

Description
Update. Updates an item entry. With it, you can change
information about the item such as description, menu option text,
and the command that the options invokes.
Copy. Copy the menu option to a new menu option.
Delete. Deletes an item entry.
Send To Environment. Send the menu option to a different
environment.
Library List. Change the library list associated with a menu
option.
Help. Define help for option.
Remove Reference. Remove all references to this item from any
menu where it exists.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add menu item function.
Security. Go to item security.
Run Sequence. Define item run sequences. This forces items to
be run in a particular sequence.
Item Groups. Define item groups. This allows you to group items
together so that that group can be added to a menu all together.
Item Locks. Define item locks. Item locks can lock/unlock an
item.
Change View. Changes the display to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.
More Options. Display more options.
More Keys. Display more function keys.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Menu Items.
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Adding Menu Items
Menu item ID’s are the entries that are used to build menus. Each entry listed
in the Item Maintenance display represents one menu option.
Pressing F6 from the Item Maintenance screen will display the following
display.
A recommended naming convention
consists of a 2 character prefix
followed by the program or command
name that the menu item will invoke.





Prefix
MH
MM
MO

Description
Menu Header or text
items.
Menu items that call
other menus.
Menu options that
call programs or
commands.

Figure 35

Figure 36
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Item ID
*ANY
Unique ID used to identify the menu item.
Description
*ANY
Description of the menu item ID.
O
Option. Callable menu option.
Text only. Non-callable option. The user
T
Item Type
sees the text, but cannot call it.
Place holder. Take an option number but is
P
not displayed to the user.
Menu Item Text
*ANY
The text to display on a menu.
Command to run. The command to run
Item Command
*ANY
when a menu option is selected on a menu.
B
Blue. Set the color to blue.
G
Green. Set the color to green.
Color
R
Red. Set the color to red.
W
White. Set the color to white.
Y
Yellow. Set the color to yellow.
Y
Yes. Reverse the color.
Reverse Image
N
No. Do not reverse the color.
Forced option used on the menu to invoke
Forced Option
*ANY
the menu option
Y
Yes. Reverse the color.
Confirm Run
N
No. Do not reverse the color.
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Password
Group Job

Group Job
Suspend-able

Locked

Recallable

All Signoff If
Active

Exit-able
Option
Active Date
Deactive Date
Submit
Command
Special Option

*ANY

Password to use security the menu option.
Yes. Job is a group job and will be run
Y
separate from the calling job.
No. This option will not be run as a group
N
job and as such cannot be suspended.
Yes. Job can be suspend-able and can be
Y
resumed later.
No. Job is not suspend-able and it must
N
complete before calling another menu
option.
Yes. Option is not locked and can be
Y
invoked normally.
N
No. Option is locked and cannot be invoked.
Yes. Option can again if it exists on another
Y
menu.
No. Option cannot be called a second time
for the current user. If the user is signed on
N
more than once, they will be able to reinvoke the menu option.
Yes. Do not stop the user from signing off if
Y
suspended menu options exist.
No. Do not allow the user to sign off if there
N
are any menu options suspended.
Yes. Option is used to exit the system. This
Y
should only be specified on the signoff
option.
No. This option is not used to exit the
N
system.
The date the option is made available to be
YYMMDD
invoked.
The date the option cannot longer be
YYMMDD
invoked.
Yes. Option is used submit the command to
Y
execute in a batch environment.
N
No. This option is executed interactively.
Special option that can be use to invoke this
*ANY
option from any menu command line.

Menu item ID can be anything, but a common naming standard is
recommended. Pressing the Page Down key will reveal additional options.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
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F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
F14
F19

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt the command string. This would be similar to
what would happen on a command line.
Prompt for Special Value. Prompt for an insert-able special
value. See the section on Special Value Maintenance on page
118 for more information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Library List. Change the library list associated with the current
item ID.
Help. Define option help text.
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Updating Menu Items
To change a menu item ID, type 2 into the Option field next to the menu item
ID and press ENTER. A screen similar to the following will be displayed.
Here we see the MOSIGNOFF menu item ID being updated. Pressing the
Page Down key will reveal additional options.

Figure 37

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
F14
F19
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt the command string. This would be similar to
what would happen on a command line.
Prompt for Special Value. Prompt for an insert-able special
value. See the section on Special Value Maintenance on page
118 for more information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Library List. Update the library list changes that will be used to
change the current library list before a menu option is invoked.
Help. Define option help text.
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Menu Maintenance

Menu Maintenance
A menu is simply a list of callable options and non-callable text literals. A
menu can be defined for any purpose. It can be assigned to any user or group
of users. Once a menu as been created, it must have one or more options
added to it. After that, it can be assigned to a user, or placed on an existing
menu, so, one menu can call another menu.
From the administrator menu, type 4 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

When a menu is created, an item ID is
automatically created with the value
of ‘MM’ +’< menu name>’.
This allows the menu to be placed as
a callable option on other menus.

As you can see, there are two menus already pre-configured. These entries
consist of the administrator menu (MMADMIN), and a default user menu
(MMDFT). The MMDFT menu is shown to any user that invokes the MENUI
command or when the system invokes the menu when a user signs onto the
system but does not have a menu assigned to them.

Figure 38

The Menu Maintenance system function does not compare to other
maintenance programs in the MENUi menu system. Normally, in other
maintenance programs, there are distinct ADD and UPDATE processes. In
the Menu Maintenance system function there is simply the Menu Designer.
The Menu Designer is tool that can be used to easily and quickly create and
update menus. See the Menu Designer section on page 59 for more
information.
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Menu Maintenance

Option
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

F-Key
F3
F6
F11
F12
F16
F22
F23
F24

Description
Update. Updates a menu. This brings the menu into the
Designer for update.
Copy. Copy a menu to a new menu. This saves time as all the
menu setup does not have to be done. This brings the copied
menu into the Designer where it has to be given a new menu ID.
Delete. Deletes a menu.
Display. Displays a menu. This is an alternative displaying the
menu via the command line using the command MENU <MENU
NAME>. Where <MENU NAME> is the name of the menu to be
displayed.
Send To Environment. Send the menu to another environment.
Function Keys. Define user specified function keys.
Help. Define menu help.
Headings. Update menu header values.

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add menu function.
Change View. Changes the display to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current menu list.
Clear All Marked Options. Clears copy marks that have been
placed on all menus. See the Menu Designer section on page 59
for more information.
More Options. Display more options.
More Keys. Show more function keys.

Related Topics:
 Adding Menus.
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Updating Menus.
Copying Menus.
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Menu Maintenance

Adding Menus
To add a new menu press F6 a screen similar to the following screen will be
displayed.

Figure 39

For information about building a new menu, please refer to section on Menu
Designer on page 59 for more information.
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Updating Menus
To copy a menu, type 2 into the Option field next to the menu and press
ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.

Figure 40

For information about updating menu, please refer to section on Menu
Designer on page 59 for more information.
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Copying Menus
To copy a menu, type 3 into the Option field next to the menu and press
ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.

Figure 41

To copy menu MMDFT, enter a new menu ID and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
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Menu Designer
The menu designer is central to designing and updating menus. From here
menu options can be added, deleted, or moved with a few simple steps. Many
of the other functions that can be performed with other system functions, such
as setting the color attribute, or adding a password, can be done from the
menu designer. Although the affect is only for that option on that menu, and
cannot be set globally.
Header Area
Menu Separator Line

Menu Area

Menu Option Area
Figure 42

The menu designer will attempt to display the menu as it would be displayed
in full screen mode to the user during its construction. When menu options
are added to the menu, or the number of columns are changed, the menu
designer will change the display accordingly. The following table shows the
sections of the menu designer.
Section
1
2
3
4

Description
Header area. The first three lines of the menu. This section
contains the menu title and any other menu information.
Menu separator line. This line separates the menu from the
header. This can be changed to any character.
Menu area. This is where the menu options that are added to the
menu are shown.
Menu option area. Menu actions are entered here.

When using the designer to create or change a menu, do not confuse the
option numbers to the left of a menu option with the actual menu options that
will be displayed to the user. The options that are displayed in the menu
designer are place holders only. The actual option numbers that are displayed
are not determined until the menu is built and displayed to the user.
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The menu designer works on the same principal as a regular menu. To work
with an option, just type the option number into the Option field and press
ENTER. Now, instead of the menu option being run, the Menu Item entry
screen is displayed and ready for updating. The following designer menu
options are available.
Option
I
C
D
M
H
X
XI
XC
F-Key
F3
F7
F10
F11
F12
F13
F20
F21

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Insert. Insert a menu option. A window will be displayed where a
range of lines to be inserted can be entered.
Clear. Clear a menu option. A window will be displayed where a
range of lines to be cleared can be entered.
Delete. Delete a menu option. A window will be displayed where
a range of lines to be deleted can be entered.
Move. Move a menu option. A window will be displayed where the
FROM and TO line numbers can be entered.
Header. Update the menu header. Taking this option will display
a screen where the menu header information can be entered.
Toggle Mark. A window will be displayed where a range of lines to
mark or unmark can be entered. This will add the selected options
to the options list.
Insert Marked Options. Insert any marked options held in the
options list.
Clear Marked Options. Clear any marked options held in the
options list.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Function Keys. Update the menu function keys.
Mark Option. Mark an option and add it to the marked options list.
This is only available when entering the menu designer from the
Menu Maintenance system function. See the Marked Menu
Options Maintenance section on page 69 for more information.
Change View. Toggles the display between the Menu Item ID
and Menu Option Text displays.
Previous. Exit to the previous display.
Save and Exit. Save the menu and exit the menu designer.
Show Hide Place Holders. Hide or display place holders so that
the menu options are grouped together.
Item Maintenance. Go to the Item Maintenance system function.
See the Item Maintenance section on page 38 for more
information.
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F22
F23
F24

Security. Go to the Item Security Maintenance system function.
See the Item Security Maintenance section on page 118 for more
information.
Preview. Preview the current menu to see what it looks like before
saving it.
More Keys. Show more function keys.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Updating the Menu Header.
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Menu Item Entry.
Inserting Menu Options.
Clearing Menu Options.
Deleting Menu Options.
Marked Menu Options.
Mark/Unmark Menu Options.
Inserting Marked Options.
Clearing Marked Options.
Practical Examples.

MENUi 4.1.0

Menu Designer

Updating the Menu Header
The menu header is where the menu title and information is entered. This is
also where the menu attributes are defined. To access the menu header from
the menu designer, type H into the Option field and press ENTER. The
following display will be shown.

Figure 43

F-Key
Special values can be typed directly
into the heading lines or included as
parameters to a command on the
command string entry line.

F4
F7
F12

Description
Prompt. Prompt the command string. This would be similar to
what would happen on a command line.
Prompt for Special Value. Prompt for an insert-able special
value. See the section on Special Value Maintenance on page
118 for more information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
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Element

Req.

Menu ID

Y

Description

Y

Heading Line 1

N

Heading Line 2

N

Heading Line 3

N

Menu Separator

Y

Screen Size

Y

Center Headings

Y

Number of
Columns

Y

Option Type

Y

Command String

N

Value

Description
The name of the menu. This field is
*ANY
not available when updating a menu.
This is what is shown when doing
*ANY
menu maintenance.
The first menu heading line. This is
*ANY displayed when the menu is
displayed.
The second menu heading line. This
*ANY is displayed when the menu is
displayed.
The last menu heading line. This is
*ANY displayed when the menu is
displayed.
None. No menu separator is
N
displayed.
Default. The system default menu
separator is displayed. See the
*
Constant Maintenance section on
page263 for more information.
Character to use as the menu
CHAR
separator.
24X80. Show the menu in 24 lines by
3
80 columns format. This is the
default.
27X132. Show the menu in 27 lines
by 132 columns format. The current
4
display device must support this
format in order for it to be used.
Y
Yes. Center all heading lines.
No. Do not center the menu
N
headings.
The number of columns to divide the
1-8
menu into.
Dynamic. The menu options will be
D
assigned a number when the menu is
built and before it is displayed.
Static. The menu options will be
S
given option number that will not
change.
Command string to run before the
*ANY
menu is displayed.

Enter the menu header information as desired and press ENTER. If there are
no errors, then the main menu designer screen will be re-displayed.
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Item Entry
At this point, all the menu options should be entered via the Item
Maintenance and all that is left to do is add the menu items to a menu. Doing
this is easy. Simply type the menu designer option number, A.K.A, the place
holder number into the Option field and press ENTER. The following item
entry display will be shown.

It is recommended that the menu item
attributes be kept to a minimum. Too
many colors and too many assigned
options cause the maintenance to
become increasingly difficult and time
consuming.

Figure 44

F-Key
F4
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu item ID. The cursor must be on the
menu item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Menu header screen fields are listed in the following table.
Element
Req. Value Description
A menu item ID that has already been
Menu Item ID
Y
ID
defined via the Item Maintenance
system function.
An option number to assign to this
item ID on this menu. This value can
Force Option #
N
*ANY
be a numerical value or
alphanumerical value.
Blue. Set the menu item ID color to
N
B
blue.
Green. Set the menu item ID color to
N
G
green.
Red. Set the menu item ID color to
Color
N
R
yellow.
White. Set the menu item ID color to
N
W
white.
Yellow. Set the menu item ID color
N
Y
to yellow.
Yes. Reverse the foreground and
Y
background color of the menu item
ID. Only required when Color is set.
Reverse Image
Y/N
No. No not reverse the foreground
and background color of the menu
N
item ID. Only required when Color is
set.
Yes. Confirm the menu option should
Y
be run before it is run.
Confirm Run
N
N
No. Just run the menu option.
Password required to run the menu
Password
N
*ANY option on this menu for all users who
run it.
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Inserting Menu Options
Inserting menu options are used to insert one or more menu options into a
menu. Any menu options on the menu that are on, or after the insertion
position are moved down to make room for the new options. This option is
typically used when there are already options on a menu and a new option
needs to be inserted somewhere on the menu between the first option and
the last option.
Type I into the Option field and press ENTER. The following insert item range
display will be shown.

Only inserting 1 menu option? Just
type ‘I’ + ‘<insertion position>’ into
the Option field and press ENTER.

Figure 45

F-Key
F12

Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
From Insertion
Specifies where the initial insertion position
1-998
Position
is.
Specifies where the ending insertion position
Too Insertion
1-998 is. If this value is left blank, then the From
Position
Insertion Position value is used.
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Clearing Menu Options
The clear function is used to clear one or more menu options from a menu.
Any menu options on the menu that are after the ending clear position are not
moved. This option is typically used when a section of the menu needs to be
cleared so new menu options can be inserted.
Type C into the Option field and press ENTER. The following clear item
range display will be shown.

Only clearing 1 menu option? Just
type ‘C’ + ‘<clear position>’ into the
Option field and press ENTER.

Figure 46

F-Key
F12

Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
From Clear
Starting line. Specifies where the initial
1-998
Position
clear position is.
Ending line. Specifies where the ending
Too Clear
1-998 clear position is. If this is left blank, then
Position
the From Clear Position value is used.
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Deleting Menu Options
The delete function is used to delete one or more menu options from a menu.
This option is very similar to the Clear option, except that this menu function
will move any menu items below the deletion area up.
Type D into the Option field and press ENTER. The following delete item
range display will be shown.

Only deleting 1 menu option? Just
type ‘D’ + ‘<clear position>’ into the
Option field and press ENTER.

Figure 47

F-Key
F12

Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
From Deletion
Starting line. Specifies where the initial
1-998
Position
deletion position is.
Ending line. Specifies where the ending
Too Deletion
1-998 clear position is. If this is left blank, then
Position
the From Deletion Position value is used.
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Marked Menu Options
Marked menu options are used to mark menu options from one or more
menus that can be insert into a different menu. This functionality is designed
for quick menu creation or modification. If you enter the menu designer
directly from a menu, the marked menu options functionality is not available.
This functionality is only available from the Menu Maintenance system
function.
For example, if there were two or more menus that contain all the options that
you would like to be placed on the current menu. Entering those options one
by one is time consuming and tedious. MENUi allows you to enter each of
those menus with the menu designer, from the Menu Maintenance system
function and select the options you want. Then when all the options are
selected, or marked, the options can then be inserted into another menu.

Notice how the marked options on the
right are underlined in YELLOW.

Figure 48

Above, is a side-by-side comparison of a menu with marked options and a
menu with no marked options. The partial screen on the left is the
administrator menu with no marked options. The partial screen on the right is
the same menu with several options marked.

Mark/Unmark Menu Options
Marking or unmarking menu options can be done from the Option field or
using the F10 function key. When using the F10 function key, the cursor must
be placed on the desired option before it can be pressed. To use an option to
mark menu options, type X into the Option field and press ENTER. The
following marked menu item range display will be shown. When using the
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function key or the option route to mark options, be aware that any options
marked that are already marked will be unmarked. In addition, any unmarked
items will be marked.

Only marking 1 menu option? Just
type ‘X’ + ‘<mark position>’ into the
Option field and press ENTER.

Figure 49

F-Key
F12

Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
From Marked
Starting line. Specifies the initial mark
1-998
Position
position.
Ending line. Specifies the ending mark
Too Marked
1-998 position. If this is left blank, then the From
Position
Mark Position value is used.
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Inserting Marked Menu Options
Inserting marked menu options will insert all options from all menus that have
been marked into the current menu. Options are inserted just as they are for
the regular item insertion option; except that you can only specify one insertion
position and not a range. Any menu options on the menu that are on, or after
the insertion position are moved down to make room for the new options.
Type XI into the Option field and press ENTER. The following insert item
position display will be shown.
If a callable option already exists on
the menu and that same menu option
is marked for insertion from another
menu, the duplicate menu item will
not be added a second time. Noncallable menu options can be added
more than once.

Figure 50

F-Key
F12

Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Position
1-998 Specifies the initial insertion position.
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Clearing Marked Menu Options
Clearing marked options can be done from the Menu Maintenance system
function, or from the option field in the menu designer. If clearing marked
options from the menu designer, only the marked options on the current menu
are cleared.
To clear marked options from the current menu, type XC into the Option field
and press ENTER. This option does not have any additional input.

Options may change with any release.
Look at the menu option before taking
it.

Figure 51
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Practical Examples
At this point, you may be over whelmed and wondering what to do first and
where to go. This section will go through, step-by-step, creating, updating,
and other functions using the menu designer. This should give you some
insight as to what is required when creating and updating menus. All the
following examples assume that you are on the administrator menu.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Example 1: Creating a New Menu.
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Example 2: Updating a Menu.
Example 3: Using Place Holders.
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Example 1: Creating a New Menu
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to create a menu, and add
menu items to it. This example assumes that menu items have already been
created in the Item Maintenance section. See Page 38 for more information
In this example,
 Create a new menu.





Update the menu header.
Add a menu option to the menu.
Save the menu.

From the administrator menu, type 4 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed.
To load the administrator menu, from
a command line, type ‘MENUI *ADMIN’
and press ENTER.

Figure 52
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Press F6 to create a new menu and the following blank menu is displayed.

Figure 53

Type H into the Option field, and press ENTER. The following display is
shown.

Figure 54
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and Press
ENTER.
We now have…









Menu called ‘MMTEST’
Menu heading ‘T E S T M E N U’
‘+’ as the menu separator.
24 rows by 80 column display.
Center menu headings.
1 column format.
Dynamic menu option numbers.

Figure 55
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The menu display now has header information. Notice how the menu heading
and the menu separator character.

Figure 56

Now it is time to add a menu option. Type 1 into the Option field and press
ENTER. The following display is shown.

Figure 57
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. You can also press F4 on the Menu Item ID field and search for the
menu item ID to be inserted.

Figure 58

Notice how the menu option is white.
We did not tell the menu system to
make it white. So, where did it come
from? The color for menu item
‘MOSIGNOFF’ has a global attribute
setting that specifies that it should
appear as white no matter what menu
it resides on.

Figure 59

The menu now has a menu option; the sign off option.
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Now time to save the menu. Press F13 (Shift + F1). You now have a new
menu listed in the Menu Maintenance menu list as seen in the following
display.

Figure 60

On the Menu Maintenance screen, type 5 into the Option field next to the
MMTEST menu entry, and press ENTER.
Notice how the menu option has a
value of 90. This did not just happen.
Like, the color attribute, we can
specify a global menu option of 90.
The ‘MOSIGNOFF’ menu item has a
forced option setting that specifies
that it should appear as 90 no matter
what menu it resides on.

See the following display to see what the newly created menu will look like.

Figure 61
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Example 2: Updating a Menu
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to update a menu with
one or more new options and insert a special value on the menu header. This
example assumes that menu items have already been created in the Item
Maintenance section. See page 38 for more information.
In this example,
 Update an existing menu.





Update the menu header.
Add a menu option to the menu.
Save the menu.

From the administrator menu, type 4 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed.
Notice the menu created in the first
example.

Figure 62
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Type 2 into the Option field next to the menu created in the first example
(MMTEST) and press ENTER. The following menu is displayed.

Figure 63

Type H into the Option field, and press ENTER. The following display is
shown.

Figure 64
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and Press
ENTER.
We now have…




Moved heading line 1 down to
heading line 2
Inserted special value <|CNM|>
into heading line 1. This special
value will be replaced with the
company name when the menu is
displayed.

Figure 65

Figure 66

The menu display now has changed to include a special value.
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Now it is time to insert a menu option in position 1 of the menu. Type I in the
Option field and press ENTER. The following display is shown.

Figure 68

Enter 1 into the first field, and press ENTER.

Figure 67
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Notice how the item in position 1 now sits in position 2 of the menu.
Now it is time to add another menu option. Type 1 into the Option field and
press ENTER. The Menu Item Entry display is shown.

Figure 69

Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. This time we are adding a text menu option. Text menu options care
not callable and are for display purposes only.

Figure 70
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The menu now has a blank menu option in the first menu position.
Notice the asterisk (*) to the left of the
menu item. This is just to let you
know that this menu item position is
used. In this example, we are
inserting a blank menu item and the
asterisk tells us that something is
there.

Figure 71

Save the menu by pressing F13 (Shift + F1).
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Type 5 into the Option field next to the MMTEST menu entry, and press
ENTER. See the following display to see what the newly updated menu will
look like.

Notice how the menu option inserted
in position 1 of the menu has no
option number. This is because it is a
test menu item. It’s for display
purposes only and is not callable.
These types of options are good for
given a group of options a descriptive
heading.

Figure 72
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Example 3: Using Place Holders
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to update a menu and
assign reserved item numbers. If a menu is separated into various sections,
you can now easily assign group numbers within a range. For example, group
1 can have option numbers from 1 to 20. Group 2 can have options numbers
from 21-40, etc. This example assumes that menu items have already been
created in the Item Maintenance section. See page 38 for more
information.
In this example,
 Update an existing menu.




Add multiple place holders to a menu.
Save the menu.

From the administrator menu, type 4 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed.

Figure 73
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Type 2 into the Option field next to the menu created in the first example
(MMTEST) and press ENTER. The following menu is displayed.

Figure 74

Type I into the Option field, and press ENTER. The following display is
shown.

Figure 75
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER.

Figure 76

The menu display now has changed to include blank lines in the top portion of
the menu.

Figure 77
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Now it is time to add a text menu option. Type 1 into the Option field and
press ENTER. The Menu Item Entry display is shown.

Figure 78

Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. This time we are adding a text menu option. Text menu options care
not callable and are for display purposes only.

Figure 79
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Figure 80

The menu now has a group heading menu option in the first menu position.
Now it is time to add another menu option. Type 2 into the Option field and
press ENTER. The Menu Item Entry display is shown.

Figure 81

Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. This time we are adding a callable menu option.
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Figure 83

Figure 82

The menu now has a callable menu option in position 2 of the menu.
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Now it is time to add several place holder menu options. Type 3 into the
Option field and press ENTER. The Menu Item Entry display is shown.

Figure 84

Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. This time we are adding a menu option place holder.

Figure 85
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Figure 86

The menu now has a place holder menu option in position 3 of the menu.
Now add the same place holder for menu positions 4 and 5. The menu will
now look similar to the following display.

Figure 87
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Now it is time to add a second text menu option. Type 6 in the Option field
and press ENTER.
Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER. This time we are adding a text menu option. Text menu options care
not callable and are for display purposes only.

Figure 88
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The menu now has a second group heading menu option in position 6 of the
menu.

Figure 89

Now it is time to add another menu option. Type 7 into the Option field and
press ENTER. Enter information on the display to match the following display
and press ENTER. This time we are adding a callable menu option.

The menu now has a callable menu option in position 7 of the menu.
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Save the menu by pressing F13 (Shift + F1).
Type 5 into the Option field next to the MMTEST menu entry, and press
ENTER.
See the following display to see what the newly updated menu will look like.
Notice how the menu option numbers
jump from 1 to 5. Also notice that
three place holders were put in the
menu after the first callable option.

Figure 90
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User’s Initial Menu Maintenance
Before any user can use a menu, they first must be assigned a menu, and
optionally a popup menu. If no popup menu is defined, a user will not be able
to display a popup menu. Likewise, if no main menu entry is defined, the user
will only be able to see the default user menu. In addition, a popup menu can
only be used if the user profile has been changed to include the MENUi popup
menu program on the Attention Program field. See the Changing AS400
User Profiles section on page 266 for more information.
From the administrator menu, type 5 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Make note of the AS400 user profiles
being given a menu are needed on the
Add and copy functions.

Figure 91

As you can see, there are a number of initial user menu entries already preconfigured. These entries consist of an initial menu for the administrator
(*ADMIN), and one for the default user profile (MMDFT). The default user
profile is any user who calls the menu system without being assigned an initial
menu.
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Option
2
3
4
6
9

F-Key
F3
F6
F11
F12
F16

Description
Update. Updates the user’s initial menu entry. With it you can
change the menu and the initial menu command.
Copy. Copy the user’s initial menu entry to another user.
Delete. Deletes the user’s initial menu entry.
Send to Environment. Send the initial menu entry to another
environment.
Link to User Profile. Update the user profile with the initial menu
and attention program calls so that they get a menu when signing
into the system. This saves you from having to manually change
the user's user profile.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the initial menu add function.
Change View. Changes the display to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to the menu.
Search. Search the current initial menu list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Users Initial Menus.
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Copying Users Initial Menus.
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Adding Users Initial Menus
Users initial menu entries are the entries that tell the system what menu to
show a user when they invoke the MENUi menu system. Each entry contains
either the main menu (*FULL), or the popup menu (*POPUP) for a particular
user. Pressing F6 from the Item Maintenance display and you will see the
following add display.

To use the popup menu, a user’s
AS400 profile must be changed to
enter specify the MENUi menu
program on the attention program
fields. See ‘Changing AS400 User
Profiles’ on page 266 for more
information.

Figure 92

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
The AS400 user profile or a user
User Profile
*ANY
defined group ID that will be
associated to a menu.
Full Menu. The menu will be
*FULL
displayed in full screen.
Menu Type
Popup Menu. The menu will
*POPUP
displayed in a window.
The menu ID given to a menu
Initial Menu ID
*ANY
when created.
The command to run when run
Initial Menu
*ANY
when the menu is loaded and
Command
before it is displayed to the user.
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Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4

F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Initial Menu
ID field or prompt for an AS400 User Profile, if the cursor is on the
User Profile or Group ID field. If the cursor is on the Initial Menu
Command field, the command string can be prompted similar to
that on a command line
Special value or Group ID prompts. Prompt for a Group ID if the
cursor is on the User Profile or Group ID field, or if the cursor is
on the Initial Menu Command field, prompt for a Special Value.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Users Initial Menus
To change a user’s initial menu, type 2 into the Option field next to the user’s
initial menu entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the *ADMIN user’s initial menu being updated.

Figure 93

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Initial Menu
ID field, or if the cursor is on the Initial Menu Command field, the
command string can be prompted similar to that on a command
line
Special value prompt. Prompt for a Special Value.
Previous. Return to the menu.
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Copying Users Initial Menus
To copy a user’s initial menu, type 3 into the Option field next to the user’s
initial menu entry and press ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen
will be displayed.

Figure 94

To copy the *ADMIN user’s main menu entry, enter a new user profile and
press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Forced Option Maintenance
Forced menu options provide a way to tell the menu system to use a specific
option number for a specific menu ID, and optionally on a specific menu.
Forced options can be defined to have global scope (all menus) or a local
scope (specific menu).
From the administrator menu, type 6 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.
When telling MENUi to use static
menu options for menu items, it is the
same as creating forced menu
options for those menus affected.

Figure 95

A good example of a forced option is for the signoff menu item
(MOSIGNOFF). Setting a global forced option to 90 will cause the menu
system to assign 90 to the MOSIGNOFF menu item on every menu where that
menu item is used.
Option
2
4
6
F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates a forced option entry.
Delete. Deletes a forced option entry.
Send to Environment. Send the forced option entry to another
environment.
Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Add. Invokes the force option add function.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Search. Search the current forced option list.
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RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Forced Options.
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Adding Forced Options
Adding forced option numbers are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the
Item Forced Option Maintenance display and you will see the following add
display.

Figure 96

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Menu ID
*ANY
Menu affected by the forced option.
Menu option affected by the forced
Menu Item ID
*ANY
option.
The forced option number to use.
Forced Option
*ANY
You can use numerical values or
alphanumerical values.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Forced Options
To change a forced option, type 2 into the Option field next to the forced
option entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the forced option MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 97

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Attribute Maintenance
Giving menu options attributes provide a way to emphasize a menu option or
function with color. This menu option can be text that draws the eye to a
section of the menu, or to warn about taking the menu option as it can cause
damage. Option attributes can be defined to have global scope (all menus) or
a local scope (specific menu).
From the administrator menu, type 7 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Try to avoid using too many colors on
a menu as it becomes very distracting
to the user.

Figure 98

A good example of an item attribute would be used to make the sign off menu
item (MOSIGNOFF) stand out. Setting a global attribute of white will cause
the menu system to assign the color white to the MOSIGNOFF menu item on
every menu where that menu item is used.
Option
2
4
6
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Description
Update. Updates an attribute entry.
Delete. Deletes an attribute entry.
Send to Environment. Send the item attribute to another
environment.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the attribute add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current attribute list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Attributes.
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Adding Item Attributes
Adding item attributes are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Item
Attribute Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 99

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
The menu affected by the attribute. See
Menu ID
*ANY
the Menu Maintenance section on page
54.
The menu item affected by the attribute.
Menu Item ID
*ANY
See the Item Maintenance section on
page 38.
B
Blue. Change the color to blue.
G
Green. Change the color to green.
Color
R
Red. Change the color to red.
W
White. Change the color to white.
Y
Yellow. Change the color to yellow.
Yes. Reverse the foreground and
Y
background colors.
Reverse Image
No. Do not reverse the foreground and
N
background colors.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
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F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Item Attributes
To change an item attribute, type 2 into the Option field next to the item
attribute entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the menu item MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 100

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Confirm Maintenance
Confirming the running of a menu option allows the user to confirm that they
want to run the specified menu option. Many times a user will take the wrong
option, and if that option does something like update sales figures, or some
other important system function, the results can be disastrous. With this
MENUi system function, they user will have to confirm they want to run the
option. Confirmations can be defined to have global scope (all menus) or a
local scope (specific menu).
From the administrator menu, type 8 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Do not go crazy adding confirmation
warnings to every menu option.

Figure 101

Option
2
4
6
F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates a confirmation entry.
Delete. Deletes a confirmation entry.
Send to Environment. Send confirmation entries to another
environment.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the attribute add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current run confirmation list.

MENUi 4.1.0

Item Confirm Maintenance

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Run Confirmations.
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Item Confirm Maintenance

Adding Run Confirmations
Adding run confirmations are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Item
Confirm Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.
The available table lists available and required fields.

Figure 102

Element

Value

Menu ID

*ANY

Menu Item ID

*ANY
Y

Confirm Run
N

Description
Menu affected by the confirmation. See
the Menu Maintenance section on page
54.
The menu item affected by the
confirmation. See the Item Maintenance
section on page 38.
Yes. Running of the specified menu item
on the specified menu should be
confirmed.
No. Do not confirm the running of the
specified menu item on the specified
menu.

Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
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F-Key
F3
F4
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Run Confirmations
To change a run confirmation, type 2 into the Option field next to the run
confirmation entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the menu item MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 103

Make any desired changes and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Special Value Maintenance
Special values are user defined, replaceable, values that can be inserted into
command strings or into menu headers. When the initial menu displays for a
user, the menu system goes out to the special value data file and loads all the
special values, up to 99, that it finds. Then when a menu is displayed, or a
command is run, the MENUi menu system looks to see if there are any special
values that should be replaced with an actual value. The MENUi menu
system has several available to be used by default. More can be defined if
needed.
From the administrator menu, type 9 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

It is recommended that this section
be left for a programmer as
programming is required to add new
special values.

Figure 104

Option
2
4
6
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Description
Update. Updates the confirmation entry.
Delete. Deletes the confirmation entry.
Send to Environment. Send the special value entry to another
environment.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F11
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the attribute add function.
Change View. Display program and library information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current attribute list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Special Values.
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Adding Special Values
Before a new special value can added, the special value retrieval program
must exist. Pressing F6 from the Special Value Maintenance display and
you will see the following add display.

Use a combination of characters that
will not appear normally and can be
easily recommended.
It is recommended to follow the
current special value naming
convention-‘<|’ + <special value> +
‘|>’. Unpredictable results will occur
otherwise.

Figure 105
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Special Value
*ANY
The special value to add.
Description
*ANY
A description of the special value.
The program to call that will retrieve the
Program
*ANY
special value.
The library where the special value retrieval
Library
*ANY
program resides.
Yes. Reload the special value from the
retrieval program each time the menu
Y
changes. This is useful if you have a value
that changes often like, currency exchange
Reload on Menu
rates.
Change
No. Do not reload the special value when
N
the menu changes. Just use the current
value.
Yes. Make the special value available to the
Y
popup menu. The value will not be loaded.
It will just use the current value.
Make Available to
Popup
No. Do not make the special value available
N
to the popup menu. The popup menu will
have to load the value once it is activated.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Special Values
To change a special, type 2 into the Option field next to the run special value
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the company name special value <|CNM|> being updated.

Figure 106

Make any desired changes and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Special Value Program Calls
Special value programs are not complicated programs. They pass and return
one required parameter. The MENUi menu system passes in the special
value replacement value, and the program returns a value. It is that simple. A
sample program has been provided, as seen in the following display that can
be used as a guide.
Each program must pass a parameter in a specific format. The user written
program will then return a 100 byte value indicating the special value to be
used.

In the #ALASRC_OL source file in the
MENUi4 product library, there is a
sample program, ALAMXXSV01,
which will help guide you in writing a
special value retrieval program.

Figure 107
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The following table lists the required format and the acceptable return values.
Field
Len
Type
Dir. Value
Description
Environment ID.
Environment
The environment to
10
CHAR
Input
*ANY
ID
use for any file
operations.
Special name or
Special Value
ID. The special
10
CHAR
Input
*ANY
ID
value replacement
string.
Yes. The returned
special value is a
default value
Y
because a specific
value was not
Default Value
1
IND
Output
found.
No. A specific
N
special value was
found.
ON. There was an
‘1’
error
Error on Call
1
IND
Output
OFF. No error
‘0’
occurred on the
program call.
User to check.
The name of the
User Profile
10
CHAR
Input
*ANY
user profile calling
this special value
retrieval program.
Value size. The
length of the value
Length of
5, 0
INT
Output 0-100 returned to the
Return Value
MENUi menu
system.
Actual value. The
Value
100
CHAR Output
*ANY
special value’s
replacement string.
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Constant Maintenance
System constants are values that are used to run certain system functions and
should not be modified unless you know exactly what you are doing. Deleting
or setting constant values incorrectly can cause the menu system to crash.
Constants can also be used to store special values that can be retrieved with
user written programs. MENUi uses two special values to define the default
company name, and the default menu separator.
From the administrator menu, type 10 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Constants are uniquely defined by
their ‘Key’ and ‘Sub Key’
combination.

Figure 108

As you can see, there are a number of constants already defined.
Option
2
4
6
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Description
Update. Updates a constant entry.
Delete. Deletes a constant entry.
Send to Environment. Send the constant to another environment.

MENUi 4.1.0

Constant Maintenance

F-Key
F3
F6
F11
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Change View. Changes the display to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current constant list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Default Constants.
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Default Constants
Default constants shipped with the MENUi menu system are those in the following table.
Key
Sub Key
Description
Value
##ALWGLBFKEYOVR
All global key override. This
N
determines if a user defined
function key will take precedence
over the same globally defined
function key.
##ALWNOTPWD
Allow notifications to have a
N
password. This is used to force
the end user to enter a password
before they can view the
notification.
##CLRTOPPOSTO
Clear position-to fields after the
N
ENTER key is pressed to search.
This affects any screen with
position-to fields at the top of a
screen display column.
Company name returned to the
TEST COMPANY
##COMPANY
|<CMN>| special value.
The ENDJOB command template ENDJOB
that is used to end the job on the
JOB(<|JNBR|>/<|UID|>/<|JNM|>)
##ENDJOBCMD
OPTION(*CNTRL
Active Users display. Record
D) DELAY(<|<JT|>)
status is set to INACTIVE.
SPLFILE(*NO)
The number of seconds to use
10
when ending a job on the Active
##ENDJOBTIME
Users display. Record status is set
to INACTIVE.
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Key
##EXPWARNDAYS
##GRPJOBACT
##INITFRALT

##ISOGRP
##ITMSEC
##MENUDFMT
##MENUSEPR
##OPTNFULL
##OPTNSEPR
##OPTNVCHG
##OPTRUNSEQMKR

MENUi 4.1.0

Sub Key

Description
The number of days to warn about
the MENUi menu encryption key
expiring.
Determines if a menu option calls
is run as a group job.
Determines if an alternate menu is
created as a group job when the
initial menu is displayed.
Isolate group security if currently
on a group. This is to prevent
other group security from affecting
the current menu security.
Alternate security method. This is
for future use.
Determines the menu date format.
Values can be *MDY, *YMD, and
*DMY.
Menu separator to use on all
menus.
Determines if the option field is a
full line or a partial line.
The suffix placed on an option
number.
Allow menu text to be toggled to
their respective menu ID values.
Specify where to show the option
run sequence marker. This is
used when options need to be run
in sequence.
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Value
7
N
N
N

*DFT
*MDY
=
Y
.
Y
*RIGHT

Constant Maintenance

Key
##PASSWORD

##PRIORCMD
##PRODUCTID
##RLSDST
##SBOPTN
##SHNONCALLO
##SHWFRCOPT
##SVIGNMSG
##TMPFLDR
##UPDDST
##UPDSFKEY
##USERHELP
##SBMCMD
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Sub Key
*ADMIN
*USRPRF

Description
The password to require when
calling the administrator menu
from a command line using the
MENUI command. Record status
is set to INACTIVE.
Activate F9 to retrieve previous
command on long option lines.
Current product code.
Destination ID to use when
retrieving a list of product updates.
Sort menu list by option number
on the group job selection.
Show non-callable options on
menu.
Show forced option numbers on
menu designer.
Messages to ignore during a save
operation.
Temporary IFS folder for updates.
Update profile to use when
downloading product updates.
Allow global function key updates.
Display user-defined help.
Command to run command in
batch

Value
123

Y
*MENUI
RLS_DL
Y
N
Y
CPF3701
/HOME/
UPD_DL
N
N
SBMJOB CMD(<|CMD|>)
JOB(<|JNM|

MENUi 4.1.0

Constant Maintenance

Adding Constants
Constants are used for various things in the MENUi menu system. Each entry
in the Constant Maintenance display represents a single constant, and it has
no relationship to any other constant entries.
Pressing F6 from the Constant Maintenance screen will display the following
display.

Figure 109

Both the constant key and constant sub key can be anything, but a common
naming standard is recommended.
The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Main key. Any value. The Key and Sub
Key
*ANY
Key combination cannot already exist.
Sub Key
*ANY Secondary key. Any value is acceptable.
Description
*ANY Description of the constant.
Constant Value
*ANY Value the constant represents.
Blank, Active. The constant entry is active and
A
can be used.
Record Status
Inactive. The constant is inactive and
I
should not be used.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
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Constant Maintenance

F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Constants
To change a constant, type 2 into the Option field next to the constant entry
and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the ##COMPANY constant being updated.

Figure 110

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
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Item Lock Maintenance
Item locks provides a way to easily lock or unlock groups of options.
From the administrator menu, type 11 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 111

A good example where this could be used is when there are new options
being added to a menu and you do not want them to be callable until a later
date.
Option
2
3
4
6
7
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Description
Update. Updates an option lock entry.
Lock. Lock a group of options.
Delete. Deletes an option lock entry.
Unlock. Unlock a group of options.
Options. Specifies a list of options to assign to the selected lock
group.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the item lock add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item lock list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Locks.
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Adding Item Locks
Adding item locks are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Item Lock
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 112

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Lock ID
*ANY
The unique lock ID to create.
Description
*ANY
A description of the lock ID.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Item Locks
To change an item lock, type 2 into the Option field next to the item lock entry
and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the item lock TESTLOCK being updated.

Figure 113

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Adding Items to an Item Lock Group
To update one or more item IDs attached to an item lock group, type 7 into the
Option field next to the item lock entry and press ENTER. The following
screen will be shown.

Figure 114

Option
3
4
6

Description
Lock. Lock item.
Delete. Deletes an item entry.
Unlock. Unlock an item entry.

F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Add one or more item IDs.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item list.
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Pressing F6, will present the following display where one or more items can
selected.

Figure 115

Option
1

Description
Select. Select one or more items to be included in the selected
item lock group.

Enter the desired information and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Change the information displayed to the user.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item list.
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Library List Maintenance
Library list maintenance can be used to define groups of libraries that can then
be associated with menu items, environments and groups. This reduces
library list redundancy and simplifies maintenance.
From the administrator menu, type 12 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.
Here we can define library list groups that we can associate with
Option Description

Figure 116

2
4
7
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Update. Updates the library list group name.
Delete. Deletes library list group with associated library list entries.
Library List. Specifies one or more library list entries for the
selected library list group.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the library list group add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current library list group list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Library List Groups.
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Adding Library List Groups
Adding library list groups entries are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the
Library Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 117

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
The library list group ID to create. This
Library ID
*ANY
will be needed on the Library List
Maintenance system function.
Description
*ANY
A description of the library list group ID.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Library List Groups
To change a library list group, type 2 into the Option field next to the library
list group entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the library list group TESTGRP being updated.

Figure 118

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Adding Library List Entries to a Library List Group
To update one or more library entries attached to a library list group, type 7
into the Option field next to library list group entry and press ENTER. The
following screen will be shown.

Figure 119

Please refer to the Changing Library Lists section on page 24 for more
information.
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Item Group Maintenance
Item group maintenance provides a way to easily one or more items to a
menu. Once a group of items are defined, it can then easily be added to any
menu from the menu designer.
From the administrator menu, type 13 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 120

A good example where this could be used is when there are common options
that need to be on many menus.
Option
2
4
7
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Description
Update. Updates an item group entry.
Delete. Deletes an item group entry.
Options. Specifies a list of items to assign to the selected item
group.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the item group add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item group list.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Groups.
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Updating Item Groups.
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Adding Item Groups
Adding item groups are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Group
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 121

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Option Group ID
*ANY
The unique item group ID to create.
Description
*ANY
A description of the item group ID.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Item Groups
To change an item group, type 2 into the Option field next to the item group
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the item group TESTGRP being updated.

Figure 122

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Adding Items to an Item Group
To update one or more item IDs attached to an item group, type 7 into the
Option field next to the item group entry and press ENTER. The following
screen will be shown.

Figure 123

F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for item IDs.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Pressing F4, will present the following display where one or more items can
selected.

Figure 124

Option
1

Description
Select. Select one or more items to be included in the selected
item group.

Enter the desired information and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Change the information displayed to the user.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item list.
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Item Sequence Maintenance
Menu item sequencing provides a way to easily sequence items on a menu.
Item sequencing can be defined for a single menu or globally on all menus.
From the administrator menu, type 14 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 125

A good example where this could be used is when the signoff option should
appear in the same place on all menus.
Option
2
4

Description
Update. Updates an item sequence entry.
Delete. Deletes an item sequence entry.

F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the item sequence add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item sequence list.
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The following display is one where the signoff option has no sequence
defined. As a result, it falls on the menu wherever it was defined. Its position
will change depending on the security that is active at the time the menu is
displayed.

Figure 126

Notice how the sign off option is not on the first display.
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The following display is one where the signoff option has a sequence defined.
As a result, it falls on the first page of the menu.

Figure 127

Notice how the sign off option is now on the first display.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Sequences.
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Adding Item Sequences
Adding item sequences are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Item
Sequence Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 128

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Menu ID
*ALL
Sequence affects all menus.
*ANY
The menu ID where the item sequence
will affect.
The item ID to create and item
Menu I tem ID
*ANY
sequencing entry.
Sequence
The sequence number used to position
*ANY
Number
the specified item on the specified menu.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for value. Depending on which field the cursor is
on, the prompt will be for item ID or menu ID.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Item Sequences
To change an item sequence, type 2 into the Option field next to the item
sequence entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the item sequence MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 129

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for value. Depending on which field the cursor is
on, the prompt will be for item ID or menu ID.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Pressing F4, on the item ID field will present the following display where an
item can selected.

Figure 130

Option
1

Description
Select. Select an item to be included in the item sequence entry.

Enter the desired information and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Change the information displayed to the user.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item list.
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Pressing F4, on the menu ID field will present the following display where a
menu can selected.

Figure 131

Option
1

Description
Select. Select a menu to be included in the selected item
sequence.

Enter the desired information and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Change the information displayed to the user.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current menu list.
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Determining Menu Sequence Numbers
To determine what sequence number to use, go into the Menu Designer.
Next to each item entry slot, there is a sequence number listed to the left of
the item. This is the sequence number you need.

Figure 132
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Call Statistics Maintenance
Call statistics is a general display where menu item call statistics can be
referenced. Every time an end user takes a menu option, it is logged here.
This functionality cannot be turned off.
From the administrator menu, type 15 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 133

Option
4

Description
Delete. Delete item statistics entry.

F-Key
F3
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the call statistics list.
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Active Users
The Active Users system function allows the menu administrator to view
where each menu user current resides. The administrator, can then,
optionally send that user a message, or end their job. Once a user logs off, or
changes menus or menu options, the list will reflect that change if F5=Refresh
is pressed.
From the administrator menu, type 16 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.As you can see, the only user using the
menu system is BHICKS.

Figure 134

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Description
User Profile
Any valid as400 user profile.
Menu
The current menu the user resides on.
Indicates if the menu is the main menu (*FULL) or the
Menu Type
popup menu (*POPUP) that’s attached to the attention
key.
Menu Description The description of the current menu.
The description of the current user. This is retrieved
User Description
from the as400 user profile.
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Job
User
Number
Status
Item ID
Item Description
Option
3
4
F-Key
F3
F5
F11
F12
F16
F21
F22

Job name. The current job name.
User profile. The current user profile.
Job number. The current job number.
Current job status. This value is pulled from the
as400 system.
The last menu option the user has run.
The description of the menu option the user last ran.

Description
Sending a Break Message. This will send a break message to
the selected user. The Delivery parameter on the CHGMSGQ is
affects how messages are display on the users screen.
End Job. Ends the user’s current job. Depending on the
ENDJOB command parameter defaults, the job will not end right
away.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Refresh. Reloads the list of active users.
Change View. Changes the display to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current list.
Toggle Lock. Lockout users from the menu system. This is to
prevent them from accessing the menus.
Send Break Message to Everyone. Sends a break message to
all users currently using the menu system.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Sending a Break Message.
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Sending a Break Message
To send a message to a user currently using the MENUi menu system, type 3
into the Option field next to the user being sent the message and press
ENTER.
A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.

Figure 135

F-Key
F3
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.

The user will see a screen similar to the following display.
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Active Users

Ending a Job
To end the job of a menu user, type 4 into the Option field and press ENTER.
A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.

Do not forget that their job will not
end right away. The MENUi default is
120 seconds. This will also close any
program of function they are currently
using and depending on your system,
this may cause problems.

Figure 137

To delete the system job for user BHICKS, just press ENTER to confirm.
F-Key
F3
F12

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Run Maintenance
Item run maintenance provides a way to force defined options to run in
sequence. Run sequences are grouped together ,much like other MENUi
groups. Items may reside on the same menu or multiple menus. Run
sequences are not locked to the same menu.
From the administrator menu, type 17 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 138

Option
2
4
7
8
9
F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates an option run entry.
Delete. Deletes an option run entry.
Run Options List. Specifies a list of options to assign to the
selected run group.
End Run. Marks all option in the selected group and being run to
completion.
Reset Run. Resets the run status of all options in the run group as
never been run.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the item rim add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item run list.
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RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Runs.





Updating Item Runs.
Adding Items to an Item Run Group.
Determining What to Run Next
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Adding Item Runs
Adding item runs are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Item Confirm
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 139

The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Item Run ID
*ANY
The unique run ID to create.
Description
*ANY
A description of the run ID.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Item Runs
To change an item run, type 2 into the Option field next to the item run entry
and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the item run TESTRUN being updated.

Figure 140

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Adding Items to an Item Run Group
To update one or more item IDs attached to an item run group, type 7 into the
Option field next to the item run entry and press ENTER. The following
screen will be shown.

The same item ID cannot exist is
multiple groups.

Figure 141

Change the sequence number as desired. No changes can be made if a run
sequence is active.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for items.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Pressing F4, will present the following display where one or more items can
selected.

Figure 142

Option
1

Description
Select. Select one or more items to be included in the selected
item run group.

Enter the desired information and press ENTER.
F-Key
F3
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Change View. Change the information displayed to the user.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current item list.
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Determining What to Run Next
An obvious question is how do I know what needs to run and in what
sequence. The answer as it turns out is quite simple. Every run group gets a
sequence number. In addition, every optoion inside a run group gets as
sequene number as seen in the following display.
Here we see two groups currently active. The first group denoted by [1-1] to
[1-5] and the second denoted by [2-1] to [2-2].

Figure 143
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Once an option has been run, the square brackets around the option are
closed to signify that the option is completed, as seen in the following display.
Here we see options 3 and 5 have been run. Running options out of
sequence will result in an error.

Figure 144
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View User Menu
If you have the correct access, you can access and follow any user's menu.
With this option, you can follow a menu in *VIEW mode. This mode will allow
you to navigate their menus, but not allow you to call any of their options.
Please see section User View Assignment Maintenance on page for 181 for
information on setting up view access.
From the administrator menu, type 18 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 145

Option
5

Description
Display. Display the menu for the selected entry.

F-Key
F3
F4
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Invokes the add function.
Previous. Return to previous display.
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If, for example, user profile MENUI had access to profile TESTPRF, the
display would be similar to the following display.

Figure 146

Type 5 into the Option field next to the TESTPRF entry and press ENTER. A
display similar to the following screen should be shown.

Figure 147

Notice how the top right of the screen you see the value *VIEW. This means
you can only select a menu option to go to a sub-menu. You cannot run a
non-menu option.
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User Environment Assignment Maintenance
Once an environment has been defined, one or more users can now be added
to that environment. Until a user has been associated with an environment,
users cannot access any environmental menus.
From the administrator menu, type 21 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Default environment flags can be
used to tell the menu system which
environment it should use when
determining initial menus.

Figure 148

Option
2
4
8
9
F-Key
F3
F6
F7
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates a user assignment entry.
Delete. Deletes a user assignment entry.
UnSet Default. Remove the specified environment from being the
default environment.
Set Default. Make the specified environment the default. This is
the environment used when no other user environment is found.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Change Sort. Change the sort between environment and user
profile.
Change View. Change the screen view to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
User Profile
*ANY Any valid as400 user profile.
Environment ID
*ANY An existing environment ID.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding User Environment Assignments.
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Adding User Environment Assignments
This system function is used to associate an AS400 user profile with an
environment ID. You could, for example, create an environment for different
companies or for different divisions in a company.
Pressing F6 from the User Environment Assignment Maintenance screen
will display the following display.

Figure 149

Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a user profile.
Prompt Group. Prompt for a group.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating User Environment Assignments
To change a user environment assignment, type 2 into the Option field next to
the user group assignment entry and press ENTER. The following screen will
be shown.
Here we see user TESTPRF is being updated to be part of the TESTENV.

Figure 150

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a user profile.
Prompt Group. Prompt for a group.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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User Group Assignment Maintenance
Once a group has been defined, one or more users can now be added to that
group. At this point the group and group assignment has not done anything.
It has merely been a way to associate one or more users with a common
name (group). The real magic happens when an initial menu is assigned, or
when a menu option has security associated with it.
From the administrator menu, type 22 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Default group flags can be used to tell
the menu system which group it
should use when determining initial
menus.

Figure 151

Option
2
4
8
9
F-Key
F3
F6
F7
F11
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates a user assignment entry.
Delete. Deletes a user assignment entry.
UnSet Default. Remove the specified group from being the default
group.
Set Default. Make the specified group the default. This is the
group used when no other user group is found.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Change Sort. Change the sort between group and user profile.
Change View. Change the screen view to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.
MENUi 4.1.0
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
User Profile
*ANY Any valid as400 user profile.
Group ID
*ANY An existing group ID.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding User Group Assignments.
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Adding User Group Assignments
This system function is used to associate an AS400 user profile with a group
ID. You could, for example, create a group for the accounting department and
another one for your system administrators.
Pressing F6 from the User Group Assignment Maintenance screen will
display the following display.

Figure 152

Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for user profile or group ID.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating User Group Assignments
To change a user group assignment, type 2 into the Option field next to the
user group assignment entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be
shown.
Here we see user MENUI is being updated to be part of the ADMINGRP
group.

Figure 153

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a group ID.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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View User Assignment Maintenance
If you have the correct access, you can now access and follow any user's
menu. With this option you can follow a menu in *VIEW mode. This mode will
allow you to navigate their menus, but not allow you to call any of their
options.
From the administrator menu, type 23 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 154

Option
2
4

Description
Update. Updates a user assignment entry.
Delete. Deletes a user assignment entry.

F-Key
F3
F6

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the add function.
Change Sort. Change the sort between assigned user profile and
current user profile.
Change View. Change the screen view to show additional
information.
Previous. Return to previous display.
Search. Search the current list.

F7
F11
F12
F16
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Any valid as400 user profile. This will be the
Current User
user who will have access to the user
*ANY
Profile
profiles specified on the User Profile
(below) menus.
This is the user profile that other users have
User Profile
*ANY
access too.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding User Assignments.
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Adding User Assignments
This system function is used to associate an AS400 user profile with other
system user profiles, whose menu they can view.
Pressing F6 from the View User Assignment Maintenance screen will
display the following display.

Figure 155

Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for user profile.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating User Assignments
To change a user assignment, type 2 into the Option field next to the user
assignment entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see user MENUI is being updated to have access to TESTPRF
menus.

Figure 156

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for user profile.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Item Security Maintenance
MENUi menu security allows menu options to have their security set both
locally and globally; per user; per user defined group; or all users. If security
needs to be set based on something other than what the menu system does, a
user written program can be used. Security can be set in the following ways:






Password protects one or more menu options.
Hide or show a menu option based on user profile.
Hide or show a menu option based on user defined group.
Hide or show a menu option based on a user written program. This will
require a user-written program.

From the administrator menu, type 24 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.
Security is evaluated on:
Menu ID.





Item ID
User Profile or user defined
group.

Figure 157

Option
2
4
6
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Description
Update. Updates the security entry.
Delete. Deletes the security entry.
Send to Environment. Send the security entry to another
environment.
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F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
F21
F22

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the security add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current security entry list.
Filter. Filter the list based on the fields at the top of each column.
Clear Filter. Clear any applied filters.

By default, menu options are show to all users. You can override that
behavior with one or more *HIDE security entries. In addition, security geared
towards a particular user will over ride security based on a generic user profile
if a match is made during the security process. For example, if you hide an
accounting menu option for all users, and then show that same option for a
specific user, that user will see the accounting menu option.
Here option MOACCT1 will only be available to user MENUI.
Plan menu security before
implementing.




Use menus to group users in
similar job functions.
Use groups to group users and
apply security based on groups.

Figure 158

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Security.






Updating Item Security.
Special Item Security.
Menu Security Program Calls.
Practical Examples.
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Adding Item Security
Adding item security for items are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the
Item Security Maintenance display and you will see the following add
display.

When entering security entries you
must specify *SHOW if the menu,
menu item, and user profile are all
specified as *ALL. It would not make
sense to hide all options on all menus
or password protect all options on all
menus

Figure 159
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
Menu affected by the security entry. See the
*ANY
Menu Maintenance section on page 54.
Menu ID
All menus. Security entry is in effect for all
*ALL
menus.
Menu item affected by the security entry.
*ANY
See the Item Maintenance section on page
38.
Menu Item ID
All items. Security entry is in effect for all
*ALL
menu items.
The user profile or Group ID affected by the
*ANY
security entry. This must be a valid AS400
User Profile or
user profile or a valid user defined group ID.
Group ID
All users. Security entry is in effect for all
*ALL
user profiles.
Type the password that will have to be
*ANY
entered to run this menu option.
Show this menu option to the specified user
*SHOW
on the specified menu.
Hide this menu option from the specified
*HIDE
user on the specified menu.
Password
Program. A user written program will
determine if a menu option affected by this
security entry will be displayed to the
*PGM
specified user on the specified menu. If
specified, Program and Library are
required.
Program to call when determining if a menu
Program
*ANY
option is to be shown. This program must
exist.
The library where the above program exists.
Library
*ANY
If a program is specified, then this parameter
is required.
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Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Prompt on Group. Prompt for a user defined group.
Previous. Return to the previous display.

If determining whether a menu option is displayable by user written program,
refer to the Menu Security Program calls section on page 193 for more
information. User written programs have to pass specific parameters.
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Updating Item Security
To change item security, type 2 into the Option field next to the item security
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see a security entry for menu item MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 160

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Special Item Security
The MENUi menu system as several built-in options that can be called from
every menu and some of these options should be password protected. These
special options act like regular options, only they cannot be updated, or
deleted and are available to everyone. As such, some of them should be
password protected. By default, the MENUi menu system has assigned a
default password of 123. Some of the options it would make sense to leave
them unprotected, others it would wise to restrict.

Notice how the special menu item
*FINDPATH is not password
protected. This allows any user to
find the path from their starting menu
to an option they are searching for.

Figure 161
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The following table lists the available special options.
Option
Protect Description
Update Menu. Update the current menu.
This option brings the current menu directly
UM
Y
into the menu designer where it can be
modified.
Add Menu. Add a new menu. This option
brings up the menu designer where a new
AM
Y
menu can be created. This is the same as
pressing F6 from the Menu Maintenance
system function.
Copy Menu. Copy the current menu. This
brings the current menu into the menu
CM
Y
designer where a new menu name has to be
specified.
See Option. See the details about the
current option. This is useful when needing
SO
N
to see what a particular menu options does
without having to go to the Item
Maintenance system function.
Special Value. Go to the special value
SV
N
display program where the values of the
current special values can be viewed.
Find Menu Path. Find the path to a menu
from the user’s starting menu. This is useful
when you need to know how to get to a
FP
N
particular menu option. It will give you a list
of options you need to take from your main
menu to get where the menu option can be
found.
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Menu Security Program Calls
Determining if a menu option is allowed for a user can be determined several
ways. One way would be to specify a user profile, a menu, and a menu ID on
the menu option security system function. That might be OK for the majority
of situations, but sometimes it may not, and you would like to be able to
determine the menu option security based on a user written program.

In the #ALASRC_OL source file in the
MENUi4 product library, there is a
sample program, ALAMPGMR, which
will help guide you in writing a
security program.

Figure 162

Specifying *PGM on the Password field will instruct the MENUi menu system
to call the program specified on the Program and Library fields when user
security is evaluated for the specified menu item. When you use the special
password *PGM, you will then be required to enter a program and library
where the program exists. This program must already exist prior to it being
specified on the menu option security system function.
Each program must pass a parameter in a specific format. The user written
program will then return a Y=YES, N=NO flag indicating if a particular user is
authorized to an option. The following table lists the required format and the
acceptable return values.
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Field

Len

Type

Dir.

Value

Environment
ID

10

CHAR

Input

*ANY

User Profile

10

CHAR

Input

*ANY

Menu ID

10

CHAR

Input

*ANY

Menu Item
ID

12

CHAR

Input

*ANY
Y

Display Item

1

CHAR

Output
N
‘1’

Error on Call

1

IND

Output
‘0’

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Environment. The
environment to use for
any file operations.
User Profile. The user
this operation allies too.
Menu name or ID.
Menu being displayed.
Item name or ID. The
menu item being
displayed.
Yes. Display the menu
item to the current
user.
No. Do not display the
menu item to the
current user.
ON. There was an
error
OFF. No error
occurred on the
program call.
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Practical Examples
Now that we have gone through the options, let us see some examples to help
make things a little clearer. All the following examples assume that you are on
the administrator menu.
Options may change with any release.
Look at the menu option before taking
it.

Figure 163

Example 1: User Specific Security
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to add security entries
to a public menu. Then only allow certain people to see it even though the
menu is shared by many people. This example assumes that menu items
have already been created in the Item Maintenance section. See page 38 for
more information.
In this example,
 Modify a menu.
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Add a menu option to the menu.
Save the menu.
Add user specific security.
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From the administrator menu, type 24 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed.
To load the administrator menu, from
a command line, type ‘MENUI *ADMIN’
and press ENTER.

Figure
Figure 165
164

Type 2 into the Option field next to the MMDFT menu and press ENTER. The
following screen is displayed.

Figure 166
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Now it is time to add a menu option. Type 2 into the Option field, enter
information similar to the following screen, and press ENTER and the following
display is shown.

Figure 167

The default menu now looks similar to the following display.

Figure 168

Once the changes are saved, any user that has access to menu MMDFT or
users with no menu defined for them will have access to Item Maintenance.
Now time to save the menu. Press F13 (Shift + F1).
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Now, if you invoke MENUi for any user not defined in the menu system, they
will have access to Item Maintenance as shown in the following two displays.

Figure 170

Figure 169

Notice how user TESTUSER2 now has access to this menu option.
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Now we want to restrict this menu option to user TEST. Press F12 to exit to
the command line. Bring up the administrator menu again using the MENUI
command.
Type 24 into the Option field and press ENTER. This will bring up the Menu
Item Security system function as seen in the following display.

Figure 171

Press F6 to add a new menu option security entry. Enter values to match
those in the following display and press ENTER.
This first option says to hide the menu maintenance menu option from
everyone. You will see why in a minute. Remember that if there are no
restrictions on a menu option, it is shown by default.
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Figure 173

The security entry shown in the above display is now active. Now it is time to
tell MENUi the user or users to show the menu option too on the MMDFT
menu. This is done with a second security entry. Enter the values as seen on
the following display and press ENTER.

Figure 174
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You now see the following menu option security entry listed in the menu option
security list.

Figure 175

Now let us exit to the command line and test the new security entry. Press
F12 until you get back to a command line.
First, try bringing up the menu for user TESTUSER2 to see if we get the Item
Maintenance option.

Figure 176
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Notice how the Item Maintenance menu option is no longer shown or
available.

Figure 177

Now, Press F12 to get back to a command line and bring up the menu for user
TEST.

Figure 178
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See how we now have the Item Maintenance menu option. The menu has
not changed, but the available options have.

Figure 179
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Item Job Security Maintenance
With the MENUi menu system, security can also be set based on the System i
job name. This will allow a menu option to be run, only if the current job
matches the job on the security entry.

Security is evaluated on:
Menu ID.





From the administrator menu, type 25 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Item ID
Job Name.

Figure 180

Option
2
4
6
F-Key
F3
F6
F12

Description
Update. Updates the security entry.
Delete. Deletes the security entry.
Send to Environment. Send the security entry to another
environment.
Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the security add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Item Security.




Updating Item Security.
Menu Security Program Calls.
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Adding Item Security
Adding item security for items are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Job
Security Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.
When entering security entries you
must specify *SHOW if the menu,
menu item, and user profile are all
specified as *ALL. It would not make
sense to hide all options on all menus
or password protect all options on all
menus

Figure 181
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value Description
The menu affected by this security entry. See
*ANY
the Menu Maintenance section on page 54.
Menu ID
All menus. Security entry is in effect for all
*ALL
menus.
The menu item affected by this security entry.
Menu Item ID
*ANY
See the Item Maintenance section on page
38.
Job name affected by this security entry.
*ANY
Job Name
All jobs. Security entry is in effect for all user
*ALL
jobs.
Show this menu option to the specified user
*SHOW
on the specified menu.
Hide this menu option from the specified user
*HIDE
on the specified menu.
Action
Program. A user written program will
determine if a menu option affected by this
*PGM security entry will be displayed to the
specified user on the specified menu. If
specified, Program and Library are required.
Program to call when determining if a menu
Program
*ANY
option is to be shown. This program must
exist.
The library where the above program exists.
Library
*ANY
If a program is specified, then this parameter
is required.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.

If determining whether a menu option is displayable by user written program,
refer to the Menu Security Program Calls section on page 193 for more
information. User written programs have to pass specific parameters.
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Updating Item Security
To change item security, type 2 into the Option field next to the item security
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see a security entry for menu item MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 182

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Menu Security Program Calls

In the #ALASRC_OL source file in the
MENUi4 product library, there is a
sample program, ALAMPGMR, which
will help guide you in writing a
security program.

Determining if a menu option is allowed for a user can be determined several
ways. One way would be to specify a job name, a menu, and a menu ID on
the menu option security system function. That might be OK for the majority
of situations, but sometimes it may not, and you would like to be able to
determine the menu option security based on a user written program.
Specifying *PGM on the Action field will instruct the MENUi menu system to
call the specified program when determining if a user is authorized the
specified menu option. When you use the special password *PGM, you will
then be required to enter a program and library where the program exists.
This program must already exist prior to it being specified on the menu option
security system function.
Each program must pass a parameter in a specific format. The user written
program will then return a Y=YES, N=NO flag indicating if a particular user is
authorized to an option. The following table lists the required format and the
acceptable return values.
Field
Len Type
Dir. Value Description
Environment ID. The
Environment
environment to use when
10 CHAR Input *ANY
ID
determining menu option
security.
Job name. The job name
Job Name
10 CHAR Input *ANY
that should be checked.
Menu name or ID. Menu
Menu ID
10 CHAR Input *ANY
being displayed.
Item name or ID. The
Menu Item ID 12 CHAR Input *ANY menu item being
displayed.
Yes. Display the menu
Y
item to the current user.
Display Item
1
CHAR Output
No. Do not display the
N
menu item to the current
user.
‘1’
ON. There was an error
Error on Call
1
IND Output
OFF. No error occurred
‘0’
on the program call.
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Exit Point Maintenance
A new feature of MENUi involves the ability to hook external programs into
current menu operations. The exit points will allow the user to inject their own
processes in various menu processes as they execute. Exit points should be
used sparingly as it will increase the running processes and may adversely
impart the end user’s experience.
From the administrator menu, type 28 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 183

Option
2
4
6
F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16
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Description
Update. Updates the selected exit point entry.
Delete. Deletes the selected exit point entry.
Send to Environment. Send the exit point entry to an alternate
environment.
Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Add. Invokes the exit point add function.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Search. Search the current list.
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RELATED TOPICS:
 Adding Exit Points.
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Exit Point Program Calls.
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Adding Exit Points
Adding exit points are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Exit Point
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.
In the #ALASRC_OL source file in the
MENUi4 product library, there is a
sample program, ALAM999R, which
will help guide you in writing an exit
point program.

Figure 184

Available data elements include those in the following table.
Element
Value Description
Exit Point ID
*ANY
A unique ID assigned to this exit point.
See section on Exit Point IDs on page 8 for
Exit Point
more information.
A valid user profile or group ID. This
*ANY
determines for which users the exit point is
User Profile or
active.
Group ID
*ALL
Exit point is active for all users..
User Name
*ANY
The FTP server user name.
Program
*ANY
The user define exit point name.
The library where the exit point program can
Library
*ANY
be found.
A
Exit point is active.
Record Status
I
Exit point is inactive and will not be invoked.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
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F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Prompt. Prompt for Exit Point ID and User Profile.
Prompt Group. Prompt for group.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Exit Points
To change an exit point, type 2 into the Option field next to the exit point entry
and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see a security entry for menu item MOSIGNOFF being updated.

Figure 185

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Notification Maintenance
A new feature of MENUi involves the ability to display notifications to users
when entering a menu, or when taking a menu option. The notifications can
be any message. Notifications can be dismissed or displayed for any menu,
menu items, and user combination. Notifications consists of a notification
header and detail. The header defines general notification information. The
details define the message to be displayed.
From the administrator menu, type 29 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 186

Option
2
4
5
8

Description
Update. Updates the selected notification.
Delete. Deletes the selected notification.
Display. Displays the notification details.
Notification. Goes into notification update mode.

F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Add. Invokes the notification add function.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Search. Search the current list.
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RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Notifications.
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Updating Notifications.
Adding Notification Messages.
Notification Message Attributes.
Practical Examples.
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Adding Notifications
Adding notifications are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Notification
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 187

Available data elements include those in the following table.
Element
Value Description
Notification ID
*ANY
A unique ID assigned to this notification.
Description
*ANY
A description of the notification.
Notification title. This will be displayed to the
Title
*ANY
end user.
Password required to view the notification.
This is only viewable if turned on via the
Password
*ANY
Constant Maintenance section on page
125.
Y
Notification can be turned off after viewing
Mutable
Notification cannot be turned off after
N
viewing and will be displayed again.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Notifications
To change a notification, type 2 into the Option field next to the notification
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see notification TESTNOTIF1 being updated.

Figure 188

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Adding Notification Messages
Notification messages are defined for each notification ID. This allows
different messages to be defined for different situations. To change a
notification message, type 8 into the Option field next to the notification ID
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the message for notification TESTNOTIF1 being updated.

Figure 189

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Notification Message Attributes
When defining notifications, several display attributes can be used.to make the
notification more readable. The following table lists each attribute and its
effect on the notification message. These attributes can be mixed within the
message with the exception of the blank line attribute. This must be specified
on a line of its’ own.
Attribute
@L@
@C@
@G@
@GR@
@W@
@WR@
@R@
@RR
@Y@
@YR@
@B@
@BR@
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Description
Blank Line. Inserts a blank line. Must be specified
on a line by itself.
Center Line. Centers the current line.
Green. Set the color to green.
Green Reverse Image. Set the color to green and
reverses the color.
White. Set the color to green.
White Reverse Image. Set the color to white and
reverses the color.
Red. Set the color to green.
Red Reverse Image. Set the color to red and
reverses the color.
Yellow. Set the color to green.
Yellow Reverse Image. Set the color to yellow and
reverses the color.
Blue. Set the color to green.
Blue Reverse Image. Set the color to blue and
reverses the color.
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Practical Examples
At this point, you may be wondering how to use message attributes in
notifications. This section will go through, step-by-step, creating and updating
notification messages.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Example 1: Creating a Basic Notification Message.




Example 2: Centering Notification Message Lines.
Example 3: Setting Message Colors.
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Example 1: Creating a Basic Notification Message
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to create a basic
notification message.
In this example,
 Create a notification.




Add a notification message.
Display the newly created notification.

From the administrator menu, type 29 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed

Figure 190
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Press F6 to create a new notification and the following blank notification entry
is displayed.

Figure 191

Enter information on the display to match the following display and Press
ENTER.

Figure 192
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Type 8 in the Option field next to notification TESTNOTIFY and press
ENTER.

Figure 193

The following display is shown.

Figure 194
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER until you return to the notification list screen.

Figure 195

Figure 196

The notification has now been updated.
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Now time to display the notification to see how it looks.
On the Notification Maintenance screen, type 5 into the Option field next to
the TESTNOTIFY entry, and press ENTER.

Figure 197

See the following display to see what the newly created notification will look
like.

Figure 198
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Example 2: Centering a Basic Notification Message
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to center notification
message line.
In this example,
 Update a notification and center a message line.



Display the newly created notification.

From the administrator menu, type 29 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed

Figure 199
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Type 8 in the Option field next to notification TESTNOTIFY and press
ENTER.

Figure 200

The following display is shown.

Figure 201
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER until you return to the notification list screen.

Figure 202

Figure 203

The notification has now been updated.
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Now time to display the notification to see how it looks.
On the Notification Maintenance screen, type 5 into the Option field next to
the TESTNOTIFY entry, and press ENTER.

Figure 204

See the following display to see what the newly created notification will look
like.

Figure 205
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Example 3: Setting Message Colors
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to insert color codes to
change the color of the following text.
In this example,
 Update a notification and add color a message line.



Display the newly created notification.

From the administrator menu, type 29 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is displayed

Figure 206
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Type 8 in the Option field next to notification TESTNOTIFY and press
ENTER.

Figure 207

The following

Figure 208
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Enter information on the display to match the following display and press
ENTER until you return to the notification list screen.

Color codes are only valid for the line
they are specified on.

Figure 209

Figure 210

The notification has now been updated.
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Now time to display the notification to see how it looks.
On the Notification Maintenance screen, type 5 into the Option field next to
the TESTNOTIFY entry, and press ENTER.

Figure 211

See the following display to see what the newly created notification will look
like.

Figure 212
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Notification Driver Maintenance
Now that notifications are setup, we need a way to invoke them. Notification
Driver Maintenance gives us that option. Here we can display a notification
for any menu or menu and item combination.
From the administrator menu, type 30 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 213

Option
2
4

Description
Update. Updates the selected notification driver.
Delete. Deletes the selected notification driver.

F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Add. Invokes the notification driver add function.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Search. Search the current list.
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RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Notification Drivers.
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Updating Notification Drivers.
Practical Examples.
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Adding Notification Drivers
Adding notifications are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Notification
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 214

Available data elements include those in the following table.
Element
Value Description
A notification ID created in the Notification
Notification ID
*ANY
Maintenance. This is the notification to be
displayed based on the other parameters.
*ALL
All menus will affect the selected notification.
Only the initial menu will affect the selected
Menu ID
*INITIAL
notification.
*ALL
Any valid menu ID.
*ALL
Notifications will be displayed to all users.
User Profile or
Any valid user profile or group ID to display
Group ID
*ANY
the specified notification.
Don’t show the notifications to the specified
*HIDE
users on this command.
Show the notifications to the specified users
*SHOW
Action
on this command.
Program to use to determine if the
*PGM notification will be shown to the specified
users.
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Program

*ANY

Library

*ANY

Active Date

*ANY

Deactive Date

*ANY

The name of the program to call when
determining if a notification will be displayed.
This program must exist.
The library where the user defined program
exists.
The start date and time when this notification
can be displayed.
The end date and time when this notification
can be displayed.

Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F4
F7
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Prompt. Prompt for user profile.
Prompt Group. Prompt for group name.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Notification Drivers
To change a notification driver, type 2 into the Option field next to the
notification driver entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be
shown.
Here we see notification TESTNOTIF1 being updated.

Figure 215

Update any necessary information and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Practical Examples
At this point, you may be wondering how to use notification drivers. This
section will go through, step-by-step, creating and updating notification drivers.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Example 1: Creating a Basic Notification Message.
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Example 2: Creating a Basic Notification Message for Menu items.
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Example 1: Creating a Basic Notification Driver
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to create a notification
driver to display notifications to end users.
In this example,
 Create a notification driver.



Invoke the newly created notification driver.

From the administrator menu, type 30 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is shown.

Figure 216
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Press F6 to create a new notification and the following blank notification entry
is displayed.

Figure 217

Enter information on the display to match the following display and Press
ENTER. This will display the *WELCOME notification on all initial menus.

Figure 218
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Exit the menu system and re-invoke the menu. The following display will be
shown.

Figure 219

Example 2: Creating a Basic Notification Driver for Menu Items
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to create a notification
driver to display notifications to end users when a specific menu option is
invoked. In this case, when the Menu Item Maintenance menu option is
invoked.
In this example,
 Create a notification driver.



Invoke the newly created notification driver.
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From the administrator menu, type 30 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen is shown.

Figure 220
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Press F6 to create a new notification and the following blank notification entry
is displayed.

Figure 221

Enter information on the display to match the following display and Press
ENTER. This will display the *ITEMMAINT notification when Menu Item
Maintenance is invoked..

Figure 222
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Whenever the Menu Item Maintenance option is invoked, the following
display will be shown.

Figure 223
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Destination Maintenance
Destinations are use to define the FTP connections for both checking and
updating MENUi. Use may be expanded in the future to facilitate moving data
from one system to the next for synchronized updates.
From the administrator menu, type 44 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Figure 224

Option
2
4

Description
Update. Updates a destination entry.
Delete. Deletes a destination entry.

F-Key
F3
F6

Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Add. Invokes the destination option add function.
Change View. Change the contents of the screen to show
additional information.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Search. Search the current list.

F11
F12
F16
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RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Destinations.
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Updating DDM Destinations.
Updating FTP Destinations.
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Adding Destinations
Adding destinations are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Destination
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 225

Enter all required information and press ENTER. The remaining input fields
will be displayed.

Figure 226
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Available data elements include those in the following table.
Element
Value Description
*FTP
This entry defines a FTP connection.
Connection Type
This entry defines a DDM connection. Not
*DDM
currently used.
Destination ID
*ANY
A unique ID assigned to this destination.
Description
*ANY
A description describing this destination.
Specifies the Name or Address as an IP in
*IP
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn form.
Name or Address
Type
Specifies the Name or Address as an SNA
*SNA
address.
Name or Address
*ANY
The IP or SNA name of the remote system.
User Name
*ANY
The FTP server user name.
The FTP server password for the User
Password
*ANY
Name field.
The FTP account to used when connecting
Account
*ANY
to a FTP server.
Enter the required information and press ENTER to add.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating DDM Destinations
To change a destination, type 2 into the Option field next to the destination
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the destination DEST1 being updated.

Figure 227

Make the desired changes and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating FTP Destinations
To change a destination, type 2 into the Option field next to the destination
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the destination DEST1 being updated.

Figure 228

Make any desired changes and press ENTER to continue.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Update Manager
With update manager you can download any updates directly from the
fourSquares website. From here you can check for and download any
updates.
From the administrator menu, type 31 in the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

Updating the menu tool, must be
done from a command line using the
UPDMI command.

Figure 229

Option
4
7

Description
Delete. Deletes a destination entry.
Retrieve. Download the specified update to the current system.

F-Key
F3

Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Change View. Change the contents of the screen to show
additional information.
Previous. Return to the previous menu.
Check For Updates. Check online for any available updates.

F11
F12
F21

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Destinations.
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Adding Destinations
Adding destinations are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Destination
Maintenance display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 230

Specify the destination information for the new entry and press ENTER to
save and continue.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit this system.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating DDM DestinationsTo change a destination, type 2 into the Option field next to the destination
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown. Here we see
the destination DEST1 being updated.

Figure 231

Make the desired changes and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating FTP Destinations
To change a destination, type 2 into the Option field next to the destination
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here we see the destination DEST1 being updated.

Figure 232

Make any desired changes and press ENTER to continue.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Menu Item Run Logging
Have you ever had a situation where someone ran a program that did
something that it shouldn’t have? Could you find the person responsible?
MENUi provides an easy to use and convenient mechanism to capture when
menu items are run and by whom. Logging filters can be applied ensuring
only the things you want captured are captured. By default, if the menu
logging is turned on, every menu option selection will be captured.
Filters can be setup to:
 Log a menu or all menus.





Log one or more menu items on one or more menus.
Log menu options taken by a particular user.
Log menu options taken by a particular user on a particular menu.

From the administrator menu, type 10 into the Option field and press ENTER.
The following screen will be shown.

If you are running the menu as
another user, your user profile will be
logged, not the one you are
masquerading as.

Figure 233

Option
4
5
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Description
Delete. Deletes the logged menu entry.
Display. Display logged menu entry details.
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F-Key
F3
F7
F12
F16
F21

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Filters. Work with menu logging filters.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the currently logged entries.
Toggle Logging. Turn menu logging on and off.

The available table lists the available fields.
Element
Description
Menu
The menu where the menu item was run.
Menu Item
The menu item taken.
User Profile
The user profile that took the menu option.
Faux User
The user profile that was used as an override
Profile
when displaying a menu.
Run Date
The date the menu option was run.
Run Time
The time the menu option was run.
Signifies whether an error occurred when running
Error on Run
the menu option.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Displaying Logged Information.
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Displaying Logged Information
To display logged menu item information, type 5 into the Option field next to
the logged entry and press ENTER. A screen similar to the following screen
will be displayed.

Figure 234

F-Key
F12
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Description
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Logging Filters
Logging filters are special entries that control the type of information being
logged. Ultimately, this dictates the amount of information that gets logged.
From the Menu Item Run Logging system function press F7 and the
following display will be shown.

Figure 235

Option
2
4

Description
Update. Updates the filter entry.
Delete. Deletes the filter entry.

F-Key
F3
F6
F12
F16

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Add. Invokes the filter add function.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Search. Search the current filter list.
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Menu name or ID. The menu affected
*ANY
by this filter. See the Menu
Maintenance section on page 54.
Menu ID
All menus. All menus are affected by
*ALL
this filer.
Item name or ID. The menu item
*ANY
affected by this filter. See the Item
Maintenance section on page 38.
Menu Item ID
All items. All menu items are affected
*ALL
by this filter.
*ANY

User Profile or
Group ID

*ALL
*LOG
Action
*IGNORE
Description

*ANY
I

Record Status
A

User profile or user defined group.
Any valid AS400 user profile or valid
user defined group ID.
All users. All user profiles are affected
by this filter.
Log. Any menu action that is affected
by this filter is logged.
Ignore. Any menu action that is
affected by this filter is not logged.
Description. Description of the filter.
Inactive record. Record is inactive
and will not play a role in determining if
a menu option is logged.
Active record. Record is active and
will play a role in determining what gets
logged.

RELATED TOPICS :
 Adding Filters.
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Adding Filters
Adding filters are easy and simple. Pressing F6 from the Menu Item Run Log
display and you will see the following add display.

Figure 236

Enter the desired filter information and press ENTER to add a new filter.
F-Key
F3
F4
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Prompt. Prompt for a Menu ID if the cursor is on the Menu ID field
or prompt for item, if the cursor is on the Menu Item ID field.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Updating Filters
To change a menu logging filter, type 2 into the Option field next to the filter
entry and press ENTER. The following screen will be shown.
Here, the default filter is being updated. This filter causes all menu option
calls on all menus for all users to be logged.

Figure 237

Entered any desired changes and press ENTER to update.
F-Key
F3
F12
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Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
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Menu Change Log
Menu change logging can now track changes made to MENUi databases.
From the log, you can determine who made the change, when the change was
made and the before and after values.
From the administrator menu, type 11 in the Option field and press ENTER.
A screen similar to the following screen will be displayed.

Figure 238

Option
4
5

Description
Delete. Deletes the logged menu entry.
Display. Display logged menu entry details.

F-Key
F3
F12
F21

Description
Exit. Exit System.
Previous. Return to the previous display.
Toggle Logging. Turn change logging on and off.
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.
The following screen shows the logging entry when an attribute has been
changed. In this case, the forced option for the MOSIGNOFF option has been
changed from 90 to 91.

Figure 240

Type 5 into the Option field and press ENTER. A screen similar to the
following is displayed.

Figure 239

The resulting display, shows the before and after values.
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Changing AS400 User Profiles
Now it is time to decide whether we want the MENUi menu system used when
a user signs onto the AS400 computer system or if they are going to call up
their menu using the MENUI command. If the user will be given an initial
menu, their user profile will have to be changed. Luckily, the changes
necessary are minor and can be easily accomplished.
There following things have to be changed on a user profile in order for a
menu to be displayed when a user signs on.
 Change the user profile Initial program to call parameter.
 Change the Initial menu parameter if the user is not allowed to exit the
MENUi menu system and return to a command line.
 Change the Attention program parameter if the user is to have access
to the popup menu.

Do not forget this will allow users to
press F12 from their main menu and
exit to a command line.

Figure 241

From a command line, enter the following command and press ENTER.
This will change the user profile to automatically invoke the menu system
when they sign on. In this example, user profile TEST is being changed. To
change other profiles, simply substitute the user profile TEST with a different
user profile.

Figure 242

User profiles can also be changed to not exit back to a command line like it
does when running the MENUI command. To change a user profile so that
they DO NOT have access to a command line, once they exit from the menu
system. Enter the following command and press ENTER
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You can view a video of the process on the fourSquares website at
www.foursquares.ca. When entering commands to run on the AS400, you will
need access to a command line and sufficient authority to change user
profiles.
To prompt the change user profile command, type CHGUSRPRF on a
command line, and press F4. A screen similar to the following will appear.
Make the necessary changes and press ENTER to update the user profile.
The sections to change are marked for you to see.

Do not forget to enter the INLMNU
(*SIGNOFF) command so that users
are not exited to a command line
when leaving the #MENUi menu
system.

Figure 243
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Press F10 and page down twice until you see the Attention program
parameter as seen in the following display.

Figure 244
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Commands
MENUi also comes with several commands that can be used to perform
various functions that can help in the administration of the menu system. The
commands can be invoked from a command line or from the administrator
menu.
RELATED TOPICS :
 Menu Command.
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Find Item Use Command.
Find Menu Path Command.
Add Menu Item Command.
Check User Menu Access Command.
User Menu Access Command.
Extract Menu Log Command.
Create Item ID Command.

MENUi 4.1.0
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Menu Command
The Menu (MENUI) command is used to invoke the MENUi menu system
from an AS400 command line.
This command can be used to:
 Display the main menu, or popup menu, for the current user.




Display another users menu, or popup menu.

Display any menu regardless of user profile.
From a command line, type MENUI on a command line and press F4. A
display similar to the following will be displayed.

Figure 245

If library changes are specified on the
environment being used, the menu
command will not change the library
list. It assumes the library list is
already set if you are calling the tool
directly.
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The command can be run without pressing F4. The default value for each
parameter is such that you can just type MENU on a command line and press
ENTER. The parameters can be used when extra functionality is required.

Figure 246
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Specifies either a menu name, or a user
Name
profile depending on the value of the Entity
Type parameter.
Entity
Current user profile. Use the current user
*CURRENT
profile when determining which menu to display.
User Profile. The value specified on the Entity
*USRPRF
parameter is a user profile.
Entity Type
Menu. The value specified on the Entity
*MENU
parameter is a menu name.
Main Menu. Display the main, full screen
*FULL
menu.
Menu Type
Popup Menu. Display the popup menu, or
*POPUP
windowed menu.
Default Environment. Use the default
*DFT
Environment
environment for the current user.
ID
ID
Environment. Specific environment.
Yes. Run any commands on the menu header
*YES
before the menu is displayed.
Run Initial
Commands
No. Do not run any commands on the menu
*NO
header before the menu is displayed.
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Practical Examples
The following examples will demonstrate how use the MENUI command.
Before beginning, ensure you are on an AS400 command line.
Example 1: Invoke Other User’s Menu
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to call up anybody’s menu,
provided you know their AS400 user profile.
From a command line, type MENUI and press F4 and a display similar to the
following will be displayed.

Figure 247
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Change the Entity parameter from *CURRENT to *ADMIN as seen in the
following display and press ENTER.

Figure 248

This will now display the menu for user *ADMIN.

Figure 249
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Example 2: Invoke a Menu Directly
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to call up any menu,
provided you know the menu ID.
From a command line, type MENUI and press F4 and a display similar to the
following will be displayed.

Figure 250

Figure 251
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Change the Entity parameter from *CURRENT to MMADMIN, and change the
Entity type from *USRPRF to *MENU as seen in the following display and
press ENTER.

Figure 252
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This will now display the MMADMIN menu.

Figure 253

Example 3: Invoke a Popup Menu Directly
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to call up any menu, in
popup mode, provided you know the menu ID.
From a command line, type MENUI and press F4 and a display similar to the
following will be displayed.

Figure 254
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Figure 255

Change the Entity parameter from *CURRENT to MMADMIN, Entity type
parameter from *USRPRF to *MENU, and the Menu type parameter from
*FULL to *POPUP as seen in the following display and press ENTER.

Figure 256
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This will now display the menu MMADMIN or more commonly known as the
administrator menu in a popup window.

Figure 257
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Find Item Use Command
The Find Item Use (FNDITMUSE) command can be used to find every menu
where a menu item resides. This command can be run from the administrator
menu, or from an AS400 command line.
From a command line, type FNDITMUSE on a command line and press F4.

When searching, the more specific
the search string, the more specific
the results. For example, if we ran the
command and entered the letter ‘e’ for
the search string, we are going to get
a lot of results that we don’t want.
Figure 258

Or, from the administrator menu, type 14 into the Option field and press
ENTER.
A display similar to the following will be displayed.

Figure 259
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Search
Search string. Any search string can be
*ANY
String
entered.
Yes. Search the menu item ID on each menu
Search
*YES
for a match.
menu item
ID
*NO
No. Do not search the menu item ID.
*YES
Yes. Search the menu item text for a match.
Search
option
*NO
No. Do not search the menu item text.
Yes. Run any commands on the menu
*YES
header before the menu is displayed.
Search
command
No. Do not run any commands on the menu
*NO
header before the menu is displayed.
Default. Display the results if the command
*
is run interactively and print the results if the
job is run in batch.
Output
Output file. Send the search results to an
*OUTFILE
output file.
*PRINT
Print. Print the results on a report.
Name of the output file. This is only required
Out file
*ANY
if the Output parameter is set to *OUTFILE.
The file is created if it does not current exist.
*ANY
Any existing library.
Current library. The current library. If none
*CURLIB
is set, QGPL is used.
Library
Library list. The results are sent to a file in
*LIBL
the current library list. The file must exist for
this value to be used.
Add records. Add the results to the specified
*ADD
output file.
Replace or
Replace records. Replace the results in the
add records
*REPLACE specified file with the results from this
command run.
Default Environment. The environment is
*DFT
determined by the system and the current
environment setup.
Environment
ID
Specific Environment ID. Use a specific
ID
environment value when accessing system
files.
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Practical Examples
The following examples will demonstrate how use the FNDITMUSE command.
Before beginning, ensure you are on an AS400 command line.
Example 1: Finding the Signoff Option
After reviewing the follow example, you will be able to find out where a menu
option resides-on any menu.
From a command line, type FNDITMUSE and press F4 and a display similar
to the following will be displayed.

Figure 260

Figure 261
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Figure 263

Change the Search string parameter to ‘sign’ as seen in the following display
and press ENTER twice.

Figure 262

As you can see, the search results included anything that had ‘sign’ in it.
Press ENTER to exit the results display. Place 5 into the Option field next to
each search result to see details about the menu item found.
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Run the command again, specifying *PRINT for the Output parameter.
When you are returned to a command line, enter the command WRKSPLF
and press ENTER.

Figure 264

Figure 265
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This will allow you to work with your spooled files, and if your output queue is
not attached to a printer, you will see a list containing a spooled file generated
from the command. Locate the last spooled file named ALAM101Z and place
5 into the Option field next to it and press ENTER to display the report.

Figure 266
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Find Menu Path Command
The Find Menu Path (FNDMNUPTH) command can be used to how to get to
a particular menu option from your starting menu. This command can be run
from the administrator menu, or from an AS400 command line.
From a command line, type FNDMNUPTH on a command line and press F4.
Or, from the administrator menu, type 15 into the Option field and press
ENTER.

Figure 267

A display similar to the following will be displayed.

Figure 268
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Search
Search string. Any search string can be
*ANY
String
entered.
Entity. Specifies either a menu name, or a
Name
user profile depending on the value of the
Entity Type parameter.
Entity
Current user profile. Use the current user
*CURRENT profile when determining which menu to
display.
User Profile. The value specified on the
*USRPRF
Entity parameter is a user profile.
Entity
Type
Menu. The value specified on the Entity
*MENU
parameter is a menu name.
Yes. Search the menu item ID on each menu
Search
*YES
for a match.
menu
item ID
*NO
No. Do not search the menu item ID.
*YES
Yes. Search the menu item text for a match.
Search
option
*NO
No. Do not search the menu item text.
Yes. Run any commands on the menu
*YES
header before the menu is displayed.
Search
command
No. Do not run any commands on the menu
*NO
header before the menu is displayed.
Default. Display the results if the command is
*
run interactively and print the results if the job
is run in batch.
Output
Output file. Send the search results to an
*OUTFILE
output file.
*PRINT
Print. Print the results on a report.
Output file. Name of the output file. This is
only required if the Output parameter is set to
Out file
*ANY
*OUTFILE. The file is created if it does not
current exist.
*ANY
Any existing library.
Current library. The current library. If none
*CURLIB
is set, QGPL is used.
Library
Library list. The results are sent to a file in
*LIBL
the current library list. The file must exist for
this value to be used.
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Y/N

Environment
ID

N
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Add records. Add the results to
the specified output file.
Replace records. Replace the
*REPLACE
results in the specified file.
Default Environment. The
environment is determined by the
*DFT
system and the current environment
setup.
Specific Environment ID. Use a
ID
specific environment value when
accessing system files.
*ADD

Replace or
add records
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Practical Examples
The following examples will demonstrate how use the FNDMNUPTH
command. Before beginning, ensure you are on an AS400 command line.
Example 1: How Do I Get There
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to find out how to get to
any option from your main menu.
From a command line, type MENUI and press F4 and a display similar to the
following will be displayed.

Figure 269

Figure 270
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Change the Search string parameter to ‘signoff’ as seen in the following
display and press ENTER twice.

Figure 271

This will now display the results of the search.

This command can be run directly
from any menu using the ‘FP’ special
option.

Figure 272

As you can see, the search results included anything that had ‘signoff’ in it.
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Press ENTER to exit the results display. Place 5 into the Option field next to
each search result to see details about the menu item found.
Run the command again, specifying *PRINT for the Output parameter.
When you are returned to a command line, enter the command WRKSPLF
and press ENTER.

Figure 274

Figure 273
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This will allow you to work with your spooled files, and if your output queue is
not attached to a printer, you will see a list containing a spooled file generated
from the command. Locate the last spooled file named ALAM100Z and place
5 into the Option field next to it and press ENTER to display the report.

Figure 275
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Add Menu Item Command
The Add Menu Item (ADDMNUITM) command can be used to add one or
more menu items to one or more menus. This command can be run from the
administrator menu, or from an AS400 command line. Alternatively, each
menu can be updated individually, and depending on the number of menus,
this could take a long time.
From a command line, type ADDMNUITM on a command line and press F4.
Or, from the administrator menu, type 16 into the Option field and press
ENTER.

Figure 276

A display similar to the following will be displayed.

Figure 277
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The available table lists available and required fields.
Element
Value
Description
Menu name or ID. The name of the menu to
*ANY
add the specified items too. Up to 25 menus
can be specified.
Menu ID
All menus. Items will be added to all menus.
*ALL
This is the only allowed parameter for the
Menu ID field.
Item name or ID. The menu items to add to
Menu Item
the menus specified on the Menu ID
*ANY
ID
parameter. Up to 25 menu items can be
specified.
First. Menu items should be added to the
*FIRST
beginning of each menu affected.
Last. Menu items should be added to the
*LAST
end of the affected menus.
Before. Menu item should be added to the
*BEFORE menu before the menu item on the Reference
Position
Item ID parameter.
After. Menu item should be added to the
*AFTER
menu after the menu item on the Reference
Item ID parameter.
Replace. The items should be replaced on
*REPLACE each menu where the item on the Reference
Item ID parameter exists.
Item name or ID. Any valid item ID. This
parameter is required if the Position
*ANY
parameter contains the value of *BEFORE,
Reference
*AFTER, or *REPLACE.
Item ID
Not used. Required if the Position
*NONE
parameter is *FIRST or *LAST.
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Act If
Position
Item Not
Found

N

Environment
ID

N

Output

Y

Out file

Y/N

Library

Y/N

Replace or
add
records

Y/N
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Yes. Insert the items in the affected
menus, even if the Reference Item ID is
required and the item is not found on the
*YES
menu being processed. Items are
inserted at the end of the menu in this
case.
No. Do not add any menu items into a
menu, if the Reference Item ID is
*NO
required, and the item is not found on the
menu being processed.
Default Environment. The environment
*DFT
is determined by the system and the
current environment setup.
Specific Environment ID. Use a
ID
specific environment value when
accessing system files.
Output type. Display the results if the
*
command is run interactively and print the
results if the job is run in batch.
Output to a file. Send the search results
*OUTFILE
to an output file.
Output to a printer. Print the results on a
*PRINT
report.
Output file name. Name of the output
file. This is only required if the Output
*ANY
parameter is set to *OUTFILE. The file is
created if it does not current exist.
*ANY
Library name. Any existing library.
The current library. If none is set, QGPL
*CURLIB
is used.
Current library list. The results are sent
*LIBL
to a file in the current library list. The file
must exist for this value to be used.
Add output. Add the results to the
*ADD
specified output file.
Replace output. Replace the results in
*REPLACE the specified file with the results from this
command run.
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After the command runs, each, menu will get a status indicating the success
or failure of the command on that particular menu.
Available statuses include those in the following table.
Element
Value
Description
Already on menu. The menu item being
*ERR ALRDY ON
added was already found on the menu.
Menu full. The menu is full and more
*ERR EXCD MAX
options cannot be added to it.
Update error. There was an error updating
*ERR UPDATE
the menu option file.
Replaced. Menu on the Reference Item
*REPLACED
ID field was replaced with the specified
menu option.
Added. Menu items were added to the
*ADDED
specified menu.
Status
Deleted. Reference Item ID was deleted
*DELETED
from the specified menu.
Replacement error. There was an error
*ERR REPLACE replacing a menu item with the one
specified on the Reference Item ID field.
Delete error. There was an error deleting
*ERR DELETE
a menu item from the menu option file.
Add error. There was an error on the
*ERR ADD
menu option file during the add operation.
No reference found. The Reference Item
*ERR NO REF
ID was not found and the Act If Position
Item Not Found parameter was set to *NO.
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Practical Examples
The following examples will demonstrate how use the ADDMNUITM
command. Before beginning, ensure you are on an AS400 command line.
Example 1: Everybody Gets an Item
After reviewing the following example, you will be able to add one or more
options to one or more menus.

Figure 278

From a command line, type ADDMNUITM and press F4 and a display similar
to the following will be displayed.

Figure 279
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Change the Menu ID parameter to *ALL, Menu Item ID parameter to
MOSURVEY, and lastly, the Position parameter to *FIRST as seen in the
following display and press ENTER twice.

Figure 280

This will now display the results of the search.
This command can be run directly
from any menu using the ‘FP’ special
option.

Figure 281
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As you can see, the search results included a listing of menus that got
updated, or was attempted to be updated. The Status field indicates if the
action was successful or not. Place 5 into the Option field next to each
search result to see details about the menu item.
The affected region of the updated administrator menu is shown in the
following display. Notice how the new option has been inserted in the first
position.

Figure 282
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Run the command again, specifying *PRINT for the Output parameter.
When you are returned to a command line, enter the command WRKSPLF
and press ENTER.

Figure 283

Figure 284
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Figure 285

This will allow you to work with your spooled files, and if your output queue is
not attached to a printer, you will see a list containing a spooled file generated
from the command. Locate the last spooled file named ALAM102Z and place
5 into the Option field next to it and press ENTER to display the report.
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Check User Menu Access Command
The Check User Menu Access (CHKUMACS) command is used to
determine a user’s access to a menu option. The command can be invoked
from the MENUi administrator menu, or from an AS400 command line. This
command can be used to:
 Determine if a user can access a particular menu option.



Determine if a user cannot access a particular menu option.

From a command line, type CHKUMACS on a command line and press F4.

Figure 286

Or, from the administrator menu, type 17 into the Option field and press
ENTER.
A display similar to the following will be displayed.

Figure 287

The command can be run without pressing F4. The default value for each
parameter is such that you can just type CHKUMACS COND(*ACCESS *ANY
<item ID>) on a command line and press ENTER twice. The parameters can
MENUi 4.1.0
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be used when extra functionality is required. Be sure to replace <item ID>
with a valid item ID.
The available table lists available and required fields.
Element Value
Description
Specific user profile. Specifies the user
Name
profile to use when determining user
access to a menu option.
All. Check all users currently setup in the
Entity
*ALL
MENUi menu system for access to the
specified menu item.
Current user profile. Use the current user
*CURRENT profile when determining which menu to
display.
Main Menu. Display the main, full screen
*FULL
menu.
Popup Menu. Display the popup menu, or
*POPUP
Menu Type
windowed menu.
All. Check all menu types when checking
*ALL
a user’s access to the specified menu
option.
Access. Only consider if a user has
*ACCESS
access to the specified menu option.
No access. Only consider if a user does
*NOACCESS not have access to the specified menu
option.
Menu ID. Look for a specific menu when
Condition
ID
considering if a user has or doesn’t have
access to the specified menu option.
Any. Look on all menus when considering
*ANY
if a user has or doesn’t have access to the
specified menu option.
Item ID. The menu item id to check access
ID
too or lack of access too.
Default. Display the results if the
*
command is run interactively and print the
results if the job is run in batch.
Output
Output file. Send the search results to an
*OUTFILE
output file.
*PRINT
Print. Print the results on a report.
Name of the output file. This is only
required if the Output parameter is set to
Out file
*ANY
*OUTFILE. The file is created if it does not
current exist.
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*ANY
*CURLIB
Library

Y/N
*LIBL

Replace or
add records

*ADD
Y/N
*REPLACE
*DFT

Environment
ID

N
ID

MENUi 4.1.0

Any existing library.
Current library. The current library.
If none is set, QGPL is used.
Library list. The results are sent to
a file in the current library list. The
file must exist for this value to be
used.
Add records. Add the results to the
specified output file.
Replace records. Replace the
results in the specified file.
Default Environment. The
environment is determined by the
system and the current environment
setup.
Specific Environment ID. Use a
specific environment value when
accessing system files.
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User Menu Access Command
The User Menu Access (USRMACS) command can be used to list all menu
and menu options a user has access too. This command can be run from the
administrator menu, or from an AS400 command line.
From a command line, type USRMACS on a command line and press F4.

Figure 288

Or, from the administrator menu, type 18 into the Option field and press
ENTER.
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A display similar to the following will be displayed.Available fields include
those in the following table.

Figure 289

Field

Value
Name

Entity

*ALL
*CURRENT

MENUi 4.1.0

Description
Specific user profile. Specifies the user
profile to use when listing which menus and
menu options a user can access.
All. Checks all user profiles and lists the
menu and menu options they can access.
Current user profile. Check which menu
and menu options the user running this
command can access.
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Main Menu. Display the main, full
screen menu.
Popup Menu. Display the popup menu,
*POPUP
or windowed menu.
All. Check all menu types when
*ALL
checking a user’s access to the specified
menu option.
Tree view. Show the results in a tree
like list. This is where menu options
*TREE
are indented. This makes it easier to
follow the flow of a menu structure.
Menu Tree. This is almost identical to
the *TREE report type option. The only
difference is that menu options are not
*MENUTREE
listed. Only the menu calls. This
makes it easier to see which menus a
user can access.
Menu List. This produces a list of
menus that a user can access. If a
*MENULIST user can get to the same menu in more
than one place, the menu ID is only
listed once.
Option List. This produces a list of
menu options hat a user can access. If
*OPTLIST a user can access the same menu
option in more than once place, the
menu option is only listed once.
Default. Display the results if the
*
command is run interactively and print
the results if the job is run in batch.
Output file. Send the search results to
*OUTFILE
an output file.
*PRINT
Print. Print the results on a report.
Name of the output file. This is only
required if the Output parameter is set
*ANY
to *OUTFILE. The file is created if it
does not current exist.
*FULL

Menu Type

N

Report Type

N

Output

Y

Out file

Y/N
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*ANY
*CURLIB
Library

Y/N
*LIBL

Replace or
add records

*ADD
Y/N
*REPLACE
*DFT

Environment
ID

N
ID
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Any existing library.
Current library. The current library. If
none is set, QGPL is used.
Library list. The results are sent to a
file in the current library list. The file
must exist for this value to be used.
Add records. Add the results to the
specified output file.
Replace records. Replace the results
in the specified file.
Default Environment. The
environment is determined by the
system and the current environment
setup.
Specific Environment ID. Use a
specific environment value when
accessing system files.
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